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Some problems involving partial differential equations 
i^ith mixed boundary conditions.
C . C # Bartlett
Sumi^ary,.
A function <|> satisfies the equation
<t>,. - k‘.J . o
in a region K bounded by a closed curve C on which mixed
boundary conditions are specified# for example C|) - o on 
a part A of the boundary and ^  Q on a part B# where 
C = A + 3. It is required to find the values of k for 
which the equation possesses solutions satifying the 
mixed boundary conditions.
Two variational principles are given for these 
eigenvalues# and conditions are obtained under which 
these two principles would give upper and lower bounds 
for the lowest eigenvalue. Transcendental equations# 
obtained for the determination of the lowest eigenvalue, 
are shown to be functions of an unknown function which is# 
for example, the value of c[) on the part B of the boundary# 
or of on part A. If a first order approximation to
this function is made# it appears that the resulting 
approximation to the eigenvalue is of second order.
The general theory# obtained for a simple closed 
curve# is extended to investigate a curve enclosing a 
certain type of composite region# and it is shown that
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the conditions under which the two variational principles 
would give upper and lower bounds are similar to those of 
the simpler problem.
Several problems are worked out in detail and some 
numerical results are obtained for comparisonWith results 
obtained by other authors by other methods. It is shown 
that in all of the chosen problems for which the two 
variational principles can be given# the conditions that 
they give upper and lower bounds are satisfied.
An alternative method of solution of these problems 
is given# using conformai transformations in a slightly 
modified form of Schwinger's "equivalent static problem” 
method.
The paper concludes with a brief note on the 
application of variational principles to mixed boundary 
problems in potential theory.
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Giaansary
A function ^ sstiafico the equation
ha. ■'■ ^yy + " 0
in a region R bounded by a closed cwv) C on vrsiich xûlxed boundary cor li.ticns 
are specified, for (xssrple <j> » O on a ;part A of t M  boundary and d +/^n => 0 
on a part B, where C « A + B. It is required to fiisd the values of k for 
which the equation losscseco solutiors satisfying the mixad boundary 
conditions.
Two variaticnaJ, principles ere for these eigenvalues, and
conditions arc obtained under which th-^ se two principles would give upper 
and lower bounds foi» tbs lowest eigenvalue. A nmzsber of problcEis era worked 
out in detail and it is shown that in raost of them the conditicca for Obtaining 
upper and lower bounds are satisfied.
An alternative method of solution is given, using ccsifosmal trsnsfozmtlons 
in a slightly modified form of Schwingsr** "^ equivalent static prbblsæa® msthoà.
The paper concludes with a brief locrte on the «gppllcatlon of variational 
principles to mixed bcundaiy prctoleas in potential theory.
§ 1. Introduction.
The type of eigenvalue problem specified in the summary îias an 
extensive llteratore.
In the Rayleigh-Bitz variational approach the unlmc'^ function 
is replaced by the subclass of functions y  having the form
+ Cn + c *5 where the trial functions 2 satisfy» p ^ S «'3
the specified boundary end continu-ity conditions, but not the differential 
equation. The method gives only an upper bound for the eigem^lues with 
no information about the accuracy of the bound. Closer appiroximations are 
obtainable, but the Bits minimizing process becomes very cosplicatecl, 
especially for higher mod.es. One is usually reduced to the somewhat 
haphazard approach of applying the method to problems whose results ai'e 
already known accurately, and comparing the approximate results with the 
accurate. This is not satisfactory because the examples chosen reay happen 
to be paroicuDarly favorable. Modifications which simplify the minimising 
process have been suggested, notably by Galerkin ( 1 ) but they do not 
overcome the lack of a lower bound.
The Courant-Treffts method ( 2 )(  ^ ) is effectively the countarpart 
of the Raylelgh-Ritz method in that trial ilmctions are chosen to satisfy 
the differential equation but less restrictive boundary and continuity 
conditions. A lower bound is obtajjaed for the eigen'values. This bound 
can be improved by imposing more stringent boundary conditions. Indeed, 
the method can theoretically be made to yield an upper bound as well, by 
imposing boundary conditions more stringent than in the original problem. 
The algebraic process is, however, even more complicated than in the Ritz 
method.
9.
A method has been given by Weinstein (J^) which giro both upper
and lower ho?jm.ds. ünfcrtvinately the expression to be minîmizcd is very 
complicated. Only very simple trial functions can be used, limiting the 
closeness of approach of the two boundn. Haim ( 5 ), Goddo.rd ( 6 ) and 
others have solved related problems by reducing thorn to the solution of 
an infinite set of sim'oltanoous linear equations, which must then be 
solved numerically. Eansen ( 7 ) has obtained an approximate solution 
by detemining k so that certain assumed field distributions satisfy 
the specified boundary conditions on certain points of the boundary.
Further applications of a similar method can be found, for instance, in 
( 8 ) pp. li.'-35, 1859. Re3ated problems occur in connection with the
resonance frequencies in nd-crowave cavities and a convenient method for 
computing these frequencies in practice is given in the chapter by 
Marcuwitz in ( 9 ).
Hansen and Chu (10 ) and Chu ( H ) have used an extension of Schwingcr°s 
integral-equation variational method. An exposition of Schwinger''3 method 
applied to propagation in wave guides is given, for Instance, in ( 12).
The method used in this paper is also essentially Schwinger®s method 
modified to apply to eigenvalue problems, but we have approached the problem 
frcm a poinc of view which is somewhat different from either Schwinger " s 
original approach in propagation problems, or the approach in { ll) and ( lo). 
The argument in (11 ) is qualitative. The proofs in ( 10) refer to Impedance 
boundary condition «^j?/Sn = 0 and it seems to be difficult to apply
the argument to cases where 2 = 0 on part of the boundary end 8 (|)/^ n = 0 
on the remainder. The advantage of the veriaticnal method over the methods 
of Hahn and Ifensen mentioned in the last paragraph is that it involves much 
less labor for a specified degree of accuracy. A considerable number of 
problems of practical intei'est can be fomculated in terms of mixed boundrury-
value problems and ofsne of them are considered below in detail. Mo s] :'.11 not, 
ho'î/ever, be concerned with the foinulation of the partial differential eqvation 
of the problems inve;îtige.ted, being content to state the problem and to quote 
the appropriate equation and boimdary conditions. After a development of the 
general theory a sIdtjIs problem is examined in some detail. Thi.s problem 
is of little practical interest, but serves to introduce anl demonstrate 
several aspects whicii recur in tbe succeeding problems, all of which are 
direct or indirect developments of this first example.
5.
§ 2. General Theory.
We use the notation
[9  ^ 5 ^  =rr ( ^  àâ ) ^ , j u ,
(2)
\ cUl C^M„ .(7  ^ (i3C  ^^
Green®s theorem states that
(vÇ -- -  ( C, V 4- f
where i/è n denotes differentiation nozmal to the boundary in an outward 
direction. Suppose that c|> satisfies V  ^  <{) t 2 = 0 in a closed region 
R bounded by a curve C = A -t- B \fith 2 = 0 on the part A of the boimdary 
and ^2/ ^  II = 0 on the part B. Let k, be the lowest eigenvalue of this 
problem, with cori*esponding eigenfunction nomadized so that
(4, y - (
From Green®c theorem
(vi,V(j).) = .v'cf),) 4 _[ 4, 4 s
' k, ( 4>,, ?, ) " k,
We proceed to obtain an upper bound k. for the lowest eigenvalue k_.
We take a function $(x,y) which approximates «is (x,y) and show that if 
9 is a iirst order aj^ proximation to then the resiilting k^ is a second 
order approxiimtion to k.^ and
(3)
(h)
Assisne that is nonnalized, so that
C §  , ' (5)
and that ^ is continuous in R, possesses continuous first-order 
deri’/atives in R and piecevisej^ f^ econd-crder derivatives. We define an 
error function  ^(x,y) by the equation <}> = 2., -f 5 . Frcm (5),
I- ^  \  ^  ^ ) and on expanding and using (3),
2 ( ^
In order to obtain an upper bound for the lowest eigenvalue suppose 
that ^  satisfies the following conditions.
(6)
QjVl = O A
(nh r ^  ^  h o .1 \ r\
It will be seen later that in the application we consider, condition (in) 
provides a transcendental equation from which k^ can be determined.
As in the derivation of (4), using Green"^ s theorem, equation (5)> 
and conditions (i) - (i U)^we have
(V$> = k/. (T)
(<7 4, , A ) 4- 2(v 4.,'3 f') 1-(^S,^S)_ (8)
= k, ( ^ ^  . (9)
\
Using (4), (6), (t)., (9) in (8) ve find
k.-' - k, ' • -' ( - L ‘( ï,Oj (--0)
This shows that 3,f ï is a first orûer approximation to >k.. then k is‘-L‘ -h
a second order approximation to k^ . From Rayleigh®s i>rinciple it is veil 
known that if  ^is sny function continuous in R, with piecewise continuous 
first-order derivatives in R, and such that S 0 when 2 = 0 on C, tîi.en
A brief account of Rayleigh“s principle can be found in (^) page 3^ 8. A 
more detailed account gq^ pears in (33) Ch III. Frco the definitions of
^ and <|), the conditions of Rayleigh® s principle are satisfied by , so
that on using (11) in (lO),C
Another variational principle for the lowest eigenvalue can be obtained 
by considering a function ^  which satisfies conditions
(ij ^ + k  ^^  = 0 in R for some constant k ,
(llj 3 ÿ/ 8 n = 0 on part B of the boundary,
(iiij j ÿ-|icls = 0.
y A
On repeating the argument leading to (7) but using (l/ -(iii) we find
(y V  t  ) - k/.
(12)
(13)
As before, we define an error function t (x,y) such that ^  ^ . The
result (9) with c in place of ^ is no longer true since ÿ  and therefore 
£ is no longer, in general, zero on part A of the boundary. Instea.d of (9) 
we write
CV £ , V  i}>, I - -(t, , V ’£ ') + j"
8.
-  -(4>, ,
^ k. ' - b /  4 b / ( 4' , / )  .
On Gubstituting (U), (6), (13), (l4) in (l8) we have
k /  . k/ - k  VI k/Cf.£) I (15)
This result should he compared with (10). It shows that if is a first-order 
approximation to then k is a second-order approximation to k^ . Unfortunately 
Rayleigh® s principle no longer applies since ^  and therefore £ is not in 
general zero on those parts of the boundary where is zero. Hence the 
result (11) with 6 in place of S is no longer available and we cannot 
deduce from (15) that k < k^ . (Attempts to yrove results analogous to (11) 
for 6 , by the method used to prove (11) in (13 p. l6^ ,^ ran into the 
non-uniform convergence difficuD-ties mentioned in ( 13) pp 102-10*1-.)
However, the result that k < k^ will be proved for some applications in 
this paper.
7 3 A r.-o"',lcn invo'Lv:^ ;^  a *\ ct;. a ; aU:.r '
To provide a sLcple denonctration of the application of bhc a-.'ocvy "bhvc fî 
we consider a rectangular region 0 < x < a .  0 < y < b  w.ith n --• 0 on all
sides except x = a, 0 < y < b, on which
A
Figure I
6
&
(16)
This wll.1 be referred to as the Simple Problem,
By separation of variables a solution of (j> -y 6^  ^ + k'~(|> = O which satioficaXX yy
the bonndov.y conditions onx = 0, y - 0, y = b is
l.
X  - [(nK/bt-
(17a)
where I » I^ r 2 Ht - 0
(17b)
We acsumo a tine factor c:q)( -Iwt) sad this is the reason for the ninus sign, in 
the last equeAion. We can obtain approximations to the eigenvalues in cither 
of two ways which will be distinguished thu’ovighoiit as cases I and Ij.
Case I. Consider a function ^ fined by
00
r . r"c«.A>-- k.‘ ]' ■ -U'k.'-
(13)
(19)
so that 2 satisfies -s- = 0 and honce con dit lea (i) in .. Tc zhcX.
essimie that
Ô •= O  ^ C-; , o 'j -
= P(i) , x-'\ ,
CO that 6 saticfles condition (ii) in § 2. The fraction F{y) ic uniaionn- If
we use (l8) to give a fom for Jï(a,5»-), multiply it by cos oad ratsgx'ate
frcai 0 to h with respect to y, it foli.owc, using (20), that
rh
;0)
e„co^V,r„Q = i F(,pc« '^ '1 (81)
On substituting this result in (l8), taking the derivative with respect to x, and 
setting x = a, we have
 --------- (22)^ T  2  t  lô-r tia r p(4'( (,^ ..33
\>x L ,  ^
Condition (iii) in 5 2 gives
j” [ f ( V! )|a V -"xra W 0 .
On substituting (20)., (22) in this expression we findr1  r. ] fc'17 ^ ‘(3 z=: Ô. (83)
This is a trcinscendental equation for the determination of k^ . The analysis 
in §  2 indlco/cas that if we choose as F(y) a first order approximation to the 
value of (|) on X = s., then the smallest root of this equation gives a second-order 
approximation to the lowest eigenvalue Also k, is grester then k.. .
Case II. Consider a function 'J defined by
f c
C 7^ ) 2w Cm Czr=L % x  CiD j/L
rfiore . [ C «41 /b k f  h  = '( [ k _ ‘ - J ^
(2>i.)
(85)
j:
SQ ! 0that ÿ  -f- k 'l' ~ cad hence ÿ satisfies corditira \ i /
shall ass'.ime that
a'f/k ^ C-Ci) , xcA  ^ o =? 3 ‘ ^ .
= 0 X = 4 ,)
GO that vp also satisfies conditlor. (il)"' In j' 2. The function G(y) li 
unknoim. The constants C In {2k) can be expressed in terms of G(y):n
Cm %  ^ Ç G ('.j) ( n'?r/j 4 ) .
On substituting tMs result in (2^ ) we find, for x  ^a.
1 r 5V  G  > >i 1 = J g; f.' a  U- Ü.0- <;q 114 “h  ■b M"») J -o
(26)
(27)
(28)
Condition (ill)' in ^  2 gives 
/■ t
iiilstitution of (26) and (28) in tills expression gives
g
D (29)
This is a ti-anncendental equation for the determination of k_. Tîie analysis 
in .5 2 indicates that if G-(y) is a first-oi'der approximation to the value of 
5 (J>/o/v cm X = a, then the smallsct root of (29) gives a second order approximation
to the lo;;ect eigenvalue k^ . it is shoFm in § 5 that is less than k^ .
12.
§ k. A derivation by means of integral équations.
In this section we derive the transcendental equations(23) and (29) by an 
integral equation approach. If we apply tbe boundary conditions (16) to the 
solution (17) we obtain the follo^ rtng ®dual series®:
co
^  C(o *^>3/b " (50a)
cO
£, >4- = 0 , 0^3'?.
Constants satisfying these relations exist only for special values of k, and 
the problem is to find these values of k and the corresponding values of . 
Equations (50) can be reduced to integral equations in either of two ways, and 
a variational expression can be derived from each of the integral equations, 
corresponding to cases I and II in §  5*
Case I®. Suppose that tbe left-hand side of (50b) equals the (unknown) 
function f(y), B < y < b. The constants can be expressed in terms of 
f(y) £c.f. (21 )J and if the result is substituted In (50a) we have
^  jAi^ = O) k (31)
A
This is an integral equation for f(y) which possesses solutions only for 
certain k. The difficulty in solving this equation exactly is that we ha‘»/e 
to find simultcvneously k and f(y) so that the equation is satisfied in 
B < y < b. If we knew f(y), we could multiply (5I) by f(y), integrate over 
y and obtain ^
^  f. ’'bu to-Vi K  <4 f «JÎ? A  I =_ 0
C o  I, ' ^  (32)
15.
This has removed, the y-depon.dence and gives a straight forward trcanscendantal 
equation for k. Of course we do not know f(y) exactly. But if we guess 
a reasonable approximation to f(y), say F(y), and use this in place of f(y) 
in (52), we should expect that the resulting equation would give a reasonable 
approximation to k. TVv^  unH cutM- Gvtr .
Case II®. Similarly suppose that the left liand side of (50a), i.e.
at X = a, equals the (unknown) function g(y), 0 < y < B . The constants 
can be expressed in terms of g(y) (c.f.(27) and on substituting the result 
in (5Gb) we have the integral equation
^  t r 1-1^  I j t.-., 5H-] un «1^  -0. (33)
This possesses solutions only for certain values of k. As before, we can 
remove tbe y-dependence by multiplying by g(y) and integrating over y. If in
the resulting equation we replace g(y) by an approximation to g(y), say G(y),
we obtain the transcendental equation (29).
§ 5 Further general theory.
In this section we shall generalize (2,3) and (29) and consider the 
stationary nature of the resulting expressions directly. Consider the 
solution of any second order partial differential equation in curvilinear 
coordinates (x,y) in the region 0 < x < ^ < y < b. Assume that a solution
satisfying the boundary conditions on all boundary surfaces except x = a can 
be found in the form
(54)
o»o
where «1^  = 0 , w, n O .
Suppose tliat mixed boundary conditions hold on x = a;
<J>^0^ O y "<-6^  = L), 6 si.
Then proceeding exactly as in S3 or 5 4 it is easily shown that we obtain the
following results in which
(35)
Case I. The integral equation for f(y), the exact value of c|) on »
X  ^a, B < y < b, is
S  I f  (1) 4^ Y _ 6 ) =  O ,6r\^ g  ^ ^
The variational expression generalizing (23) is
j = 0
where "^ (y) is an approximation to the value of  ^on x = a, B < y < b.
Case II. The integral equation for g(y), the exact value of 9^/ân on
X = a, 0 < y < b, is
r  ^4  t(y) C 0  ^ (38)
Ip.
Tb.2 variational expression generalizing (29) is
i A.)f I j (29)n ^  r Q
where G(y) is an approximntion to the value of o-<j)y^n on % ~ a, 0 < y < B.
In order to investigate the stationary property of (57) suppose that
F(')) "= cl  ^ (%o)
idiere a is an arbitrary constant which is at our disposal since the magnitudes 
of F and f are not fixed - f satisfies the hanogeneous integral equation (56) 
so that f and F can be multiplied by any constant. (Siuiilarly inS S the 
magnitudes of and <j> are fixed arbitrarily). Once a has been chosen it
is assumed in the usual way that ^ (y) is a function which gives the shape
of tJae error function and 6 is a small constant. The vewiatlonal nature of 
any expression containing F(y) is investigated by varying S • It will appear
later that it is convenient to fix a by assuming that
b
= O . (41)L
From (4o) this means thatb
ci - - j  F(3) %  (y) y /
The constant a does not depend on S and therefore we can ^
 ^ _ f(^ ) 4 S fC'l) tW Cm a<ju.a(:tCv ^ (42)
^  c^ o')III 1 I
On multiplying (56) by any function X(y) (ind integrating over y we have 
4  ■f’A M  fC'j''Yv(3>‘*-m 'X. (34 V. (y) - O . (43)Mi o B 4
Expansion of :^ (k^ ) in (57) in a Taylor series gives
+ ^  ^ Ik - k)|,/(k) t -bf. (44)
16.
If ve now Insert (42), (kk) In (57) and v.ao (hi) mid (45) with %  = f anl 
^  = J ve can show that
, , - k .  - IzllikholLr. o M .  <«>
^  f.'(S)( ]'"/(>)) V„(')7 j
10= 0 \ g
Hence the difference between and k is second order. If further it is 
assumed that
a) >  O )  ^ (46a)
b) < o  . (46b)
then (44) gives the result
k * >  k .
It should be noted that although conditions (46) are sufficient, they are not 
necessary.
In the example in ^ on comparing (17) and (54),
) r V V, ^ M ^  .
Suppose we are Investigating the lowest eigenvalue. Then, on physical grounds,
it is evident that 0 < k < it/2a. This means that ^  is real for n > 1 so that' n —
assumption (a) is satisfied. Note that, frcm (17b), p^(k) = -k tan ka < 0.
This is the reason for arranging that the relation (4l) is tzrue so that the 
sum in the numerator of (45) starts from n = 1. We have also
 ^ A ) taJL f S«c4 Vm<x 3 ,
so that condition (b) is siitisfied. Hence the transcendental equation (25) 
gives an upper limit for the smallest eigenvalue.
In order to investigate the stationary property of (59) we proceed in 
a similar way. As in the analysis leading to (4l), (42) we can arrange that
& U) ’ 3  ^1(1)
where ® Yo - O
Expansion of the term l/p (k ) and u.se of these results in (59) gives
L . k  - r . o,..,
<* f f® V
i t i c ï r r  U .  » ‘’’■'ij
Hence the difference between k and k is second order. If in addition 
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, then
k. s k.
Since conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for the problem of ^  5 the 
transcendental equation (29) will give a lo%ær limit for the smallest 
eigenvalue.
We have thus established tliat we con obtain upper and lower bounds for 
the lowest eigenvalue in this particular problem. We are able to do so, also, 
in several other problems. Further, in the problems computed we show that 
Cases I and II give k < k^ with the differences between k end k^ very email. 
The ccomputations in every case, however, involve the summation of infinite 
series by approximation methods aid the results may yet be upset by the 
introduction of these approximations.
'.8 '
§ 6. Numerical reoults for the Simple Problem.
Choice of F(y).» G(y). 0?o obtain nvsmorical approxiirationG for the lowest
eigenvalue and the corresponding lowest eigenfunction of the problem of § 3 
must first choose suitable trial fiuictions F(y)j G(y). The cubstiturbion of 
any suitable approximation function F(y) in (23) results in a value which 
is no less than the lowest eigenvalue k^ . We may further substitute into (23) 
an eligible function F(y) which dependn upon one or more parameters k., k^ ... î^;, 
and minimize with respect to the parameters. The minimum so achieved will give 
a lowest upper bound k^ with respect to the N parameters. The larger the number 
N, the wider is the class of functions so defined and so, in general, the lower 
is the computed upper bound for 
Let us write ^
(4y)
where c^  is a parameter and f^  (?) ) is an ellgib] 3 approximation function for 
f(?) ). Substituting F( "^ ) for f(7/ ) in (31) and writing; tanh f^a = 
where is the resulting approximation to we obtain the equation
m
^  z. 0
n  v O  r::Q
^ k
where ^ - J
r ” P "Multiplying by' 4^ Cv-» wïï^ /b bver y to remove the y-dependence, we
obtain the set of (m + 1) simultaneous equations
^  ^ IrnXsn ” 0 S Z.0^ ' ^ ... . , / lj.Q ^V^ "0 ^>0
For the lowest eigenvalue, will be the predominant term. therefore 
rewrite (48), separating out the terms;
rro ®
I
V. tv-i
19.
We have therefore the system of (m 1) eq-eations vit.h (ro -f 1) coefficients ,
S  r-.. I z
> ^These will be consist-ent if the determinant ; % I I + SI 2 ro 30 rs
With G erne manipilation, this determinant may be written
vmlsbco.
i J ,û Too o i  ^i»
-  T , a *  ^ ^ T o e  • •
-  S o n
m
o.
which is linear in a)^  and can, at least theoretically, be solved for k _ for 
any m in (48). The cccrputational labor for m > 0 becomes great very rapidly 
as m increases. We shall indicate numerically that if f^ is suitably chosen 
the numerical results of taking f  ^= 0, r > 1 are sufficiently accurate for 
most practical purposes and that taking f^ , f^ , f^   ^0, f^  = 0, r > 3, while 
increasing the labor enormously, does not improve the results appreciably.
If fy = 0 r > 1, we require to solve
»oOO = o
that is, i \ . Too ^  Ay, To«r -O.
which is idential with (23).
Similarly if we write 0(77) = 2_ ) (50)r=0
where d^ is a parameter and g^(^ ) an eligible approximation function for g(^ ] ), 
we arrive at a determinantal equation similar to (49) which reduces to (29) 
when n = 0,
Choice of functions f^ (y) and g (^y) can be made by considering the edge 
behavior of (j) and its derivatives near the point x = a, y = B. A summary of 
the literature on edge conditions will be found in (l4) pp. 75-76.
^<^/^0=30j 0 = 0  Q.nd O “ 2jt . ,
In the jjameiiate neighborhood, of a sharp edge or corner the equation
+ k*“<j) = 0 la well appro::imat2i by Laplace‘’s equation S7‘“<i> = 0. In 
terms of polar coordinatea with the pole at the sharp edge or corner, this 
has solution
c|) X 1^ 0 -4 ^ <»v« J
where p is any number and A, B, C, D, constant niultlpllers. For ^ to be 
finite at r = 0 we must have B = 0. We consider two cases:
(?) At a sharp edge the boundary conditions are
if
This is satisfied when 0 = 0 if D =0. When 0 = 2^ we require -pAif sin 2jcp = 0 
of which the first non-trivial value of p is l/2.
Hence <t c A f i.0 * 4 ^  (51a)
That is, the field is propoirfcional to r”^ ^^ and the potential is proportional
1 /2 * Ito r ' , when r is small, r being the linear distance from the edge. Thus,
xitiestiaer we are considering an aperture,^n a straight line, a circle or any other
cunre, the field and potential, near the sharp edge of the aperture are
approximately inversely and directly proportional respectively to the square
root, of the lineeir distance frcsn the edge.
(il) At a right angled corner the boundary
conditions are
= 0 , 6 = 0  and 0 = )#/2.
With those conditions, D is again zero and sin 
The lowest non-trivial value of p is therefore 2/5, end for this value,
4  ' « T  (o|e (gib)
A problem involving such a comer is considered in ^ 10.
0
It follows that in the simple problem the mixed boundary conditions (3.6) 
imply that on x = a,
(52b)
Also on X = a, 3(b/9x is finite at y = 0 and 6 is finite at y = b. Hence 
suitable trial functions will be
F(3> = [ ( (55a)
(^(5^ ' (52b)
These have been chosen firstly because they satisfy the edge conditions (52) 
and secondly because the resulting integrals can be evaluated simply - an 
important consideration.
Limiting cases; We shall compute eigenvalues for the range of values of
the ratio B/b = 0(^ [)l. The limiting cases B/b = 0, B/b = 1 will have the
respective boundary conditions
a) (9()>/9x=0 , X = 0, a
Ô <l>/d y = 0 > y = O, b
b) =0 , X = 0
y
4> = 0  , X  =  a
By separation of variables, solutions of ij>^  + (|)^  + k^<j> = O satisfying these
conditions give the eigenvalues
a) k.. --
respectively, where r, s are integers. The lowest eigenvalues for the two
limiting cases are therefore k =0 and k = jt/2a.oo oo '
OC)
Then f ^
Before using trial functions (55) ve can make a very rough approximation 
toy taking the simple trial function
G (s') - L (5’0
Ô
J =. (k/htr) C«ir(3/j>) n />(
 ^ g . ^
If we make the further approximations
Cdi» 0  ^^  ^ wTT  ^ n tv I ,
equation (29) reduces to
 ^ 2, / L Y  i T  4  (55)
k . 1) " E ft L %=i '''
To sum the infinite series, let
F(gt) = s!hi »
Differentiating twice with respect to a, eo
F*^  (a) = 2 21^ cos SnofM^  - 2 log 2a, quoting a well known result.
Therefore integrating twice successively,
pQl ^  /s, -.«<*'[ 2 "I - Vs+ 3
1 / T 3.^  -, (56)' ^ 1;^  J
Using (56) in (55) ve obtain a first approximation formula
Wr k> _ 1 L  . (57)W.k " V  "3 ttB
Solutions for k a over a range of values of the ratio B/b are shown in 
Table l(a). As must be expected for such a crude approximation, the method 
fails when B/b is large.
Returning to trial functions (55), the resulting integrals can be evaluated 
explicitly by Sonine^ ’s first integral ^(25) P 46 equation (5)J :
r/ [('»-«)'- C k- ^  J. , n>| _ (58a)
%lr (h-^Ÿ , «-')>
23.
/B» J
(  Ô •“ Jj )  (^Ty /b) *  2 )  h >  o . -5 /
The 8.pproximations k^ , k to the smalleot eigenvalue k are the smallest roots 
of the following transcendental equations, obtained by using (58a,b) in (23),(29)
Ê % I
t(VAWkb)'= Z (©ltivA®,q (59b)
To solve equation (59^ ) for k we rewrite it in the form
The first series on the right of (6o) can be summed by v?riting .
f  i  - Z  4  1  J  i  !(■'»> " S' (61)n»i
where N is a suitable integer. is evaluated numerically and N is chosen 
large enough so that the Bessel functions in the second summation can be 
replaced by their asymptotic expansion:
S;. ^  ^  -iS -T T  -  ) , r ) ,u c n s
This is evaluated by using the approximation
i  fc-rt -  /  * ® ’
More accurate formu3.ee can be used for evaluating this sum. See for exampJ.e, 
(13) p. 156 and appendix I at the end of this paper. However, taking N = I6, 
(62) is sufficiently accurate for the present analysis. The accuracy of the 
final sum (6l ) can be checked by repeating the calculation with, say, N = 12.
24.
We can now solve (60) in the following ifoy. First we moke the approximations
©  n  ^ 3 {65 )i.’^vv\V  ^ ^
Then the second sum of (60) is zero; and the resulting transcendental equation 
is easy to solve. We obtain a first approximation to k , shown in table 1(b).
We can then use this first approximation for k to form a second estimate of 
0^b and tanh to replace (63) for the first N terns. Hence we can estimate
the sum of the first W terms of the second series of (60), a series which is 
quickly convergent, and solve to find a second estimate of k . This procedure 
is repeated until no change is found in the value of k . Equation (59a) can 
be solved for k^ in exactly the same way. Final results are shown in Table l(c) 
and Fig. IV, which shows that the upper and lower limits are extremely close.
The accuracy depends on how closely F(y) and G(y) approximate the true values 
of f{y) and g(y). Physically we should therefore expect k^a to be more accurate 
when B is nearly equal to b, and k a when B is small. Even fete approximation6
 ^ tv\ ilk)
remarkably accurate though, of course, this no longer gives upper andK
lower limits.
Finally we can choose the parameter laden trial functions
f C D  = ^  C, Tct-e)’'-r*zo I >
G On  ^ i  3']f'. L 6-- 3‘j'
corresponding to (4?), (50). The resulting integrals, taking forms similar 
to (58), are easily evaluated. Taking m = 2, we require to solve a third order 
determinant (49). The labor Involved is enormously increased and in view of the 
closeness of the upper and lower bounds in Table 1(c), the results cannot be 
greatly improved. In the particular case when B/b = I/8, k.^ increases frcsn
0.50699 to 0.50701 .
An alternative solution of this problem, usin ^ a conformai movpire; technique 
is outlined lnj§ l6. Values of k_ computed by this method are shown in Table l(d)
Values of the potential function ^ j>(x,y) :
It is readily shown from preceding formulae t^ cat approximate values for 
the potential <j>(x,y) are given by:
Cass I: ■^ ■îr(b.rjêt I'f '-«1 T.x
case II: ' 1  h- 1T ^  "t  ' (65). .. 'xk> ir:.
We compute a pattern of values of (|) for both cases 7. and II at the points 
X = 0(^)a , y = 0(|)b,
for the particular case a/b = 7/8- At the computed points where x < a the 
ratios cosh f^^x/cosh/^a and cosh 6^ x^/sinh both tend rapidly to zero as
n increases, so that (6^4-) and (65) are easily summed to a high degree of accuracy. 
When X = a these two ratios tend rapidly to unity and we therefore require to 
evaluate the infinite sums
i  t / J, ("-4 -J) -  ^ ' (66a)
f  UC- T / vn-e \ ,n;
^  T / b (66b)
N-M
Taking N large enough, we replace J^ (x), Jj^ (x) by their asymptotic values
-  6 - 1  ) ,
“ ■ i ) .
26.
and use e.ppro:circat.i.on (63), viz O b The Series (66) are uhcn apprcxi;r.ate.lyn
-  J 7T f â f  2  cub)
They therefore differ only toy a constant multiplier and are obviously convergent,
although rather slowly so,when y is small compared with b. They may be summed
using equation (62).
Figure II shows that the potentials obtained from these fornmlae agree
satisfactorily for 3 = ^ b. For B > ~b we should expect (64) to give more
accurate results and for B < (65) should be more accurate. The agreement
for B = ^  indicates that satisfactory results can be obtained over the whole
range of B using the appropriate equation (64) or (65). Figure III shows that
1the two sets are in satisfactory agreement for B = gb. The value of the potential 
should toe zero x = a, over the range 0 < y < B. With the approximations 
G(y) and F(y) this will not be so,but it should average zero approxijuately. 
Computing a set of values for (j> in case I over this range shows that it is so.
In order to illustrate the stationary nature of the estimates k and k 
using approximations (53) ve have investigoled the effect of varying j/ in the 
approximations
- [ (k-A) J ^ -V >0  ^ (68a)
G6«> = -o>o, (68b)
The integrals (58) ai'e replaced by
jf [ (k'6) -(*>-'1')^ ] or, '(j - ^
OiV+i y
-, ^ ('('>*>■) (t-Ê) /  . - 0 .
o 2. ' 2.
•'ft'' >5 rCi- ^ )/r0'2- ,
^ I
n "O,
The infinite series corresponding to those in equations (39a), (59h) s-re of
the forms U cvv^cA 6 2; n the first^ N-H
of which converges if y >0, and the second if M  <1. Near these limits 
the convergence is slow. The results are given in Table II, Figure V. It is 
seen that on varying y the resulting values of pass through a minimum and 
the values of k pass through a maximum. The results confirm that the value 
y = g which has been used in (58) is very close to the optimum value of ^  .
Table I. Solutions of the Simple problem.
Values of and ^  a, with a/b = 7/8, B/b = 0(g)l.
a) Solutions of equation (57),
b) Solutions of (59) using approximations {65),
c) Exactsolutions of (59),
d) First approximations from the Equivalent Static Problem, ^ it.
B/b 0 1/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 6/8 7/8 1
(a) .503 .602 .700 .811 .914 faila -
P-k aT£ + .524 .631 .724 .811 .889 .950 .988 1.000
(b) Sk aIt - 0 .512 .610 .714 .802 .880 .927 .95%
(c)
^  aIt + .507^ ,6o8^ .700^ •789g -873^ .S&2 .985. 1.000
Jt - 0 '507^ .6085 .700^ .7683 •870g .93I1 • 9%7
(d) ^  aJt - .512 .610 .714 .804 .888 .949 .983
Table II. Variations of k a and k a with y , using the approximations———— —— -i- ~
and (63) in (59), a/b = 7/8, B/b = I/8.
y 0 1/4 1/2 5A 1
.545 .52% .536 1.796
0.50c .^ Oô .512 .%*2 -
Figure II. Values of the potential J(x,y), Simple problem,
a/b = 7/8 , B/*b = 1/2
Upper figures are for (Case l)
Lower figures are for k o^ase II)
10001000
924927
897
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745
7^7
768
'^ 63
-1/2-23
-112
852
860
625 223
Figure III. Values of the potential Srm>le problem,
a/b = 7/8 , B/b = 1/2
Upper figures are for k, l)
Lower figures a?'e for k (Case II)
The figures in the range x = a, y = 0(b/32) b/8 are for 
Case II only.
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( 7 Extension of The General Theory to a composite r<* 'on.
Consider next the following: problem invoivirs composite region. The 
function (|> satisfies -J- = 0 in a closed region R bounded by a cu.rve C on
which (j) " 0 on some paî*t of G and an 0 cn the remainder. Suppose that R
is subdivided into two regions S and T, R = S + T, with a coromon boundary D on 
part of which 0<j)/&n = 0 and (j) is continuous across the remainder. The 
significance of D is simply that in the applications considered later S and T 
are chosen so that the boundary value problems can be solved by separation-of- 
variables in S and T separatelybut not in R as a whole. We extend the notation 
(2) in an obvious way by writing  ^for example,
(f. i X  - jj f (t,3) 3(*-y)
As before, let be the lowest eigenvalue with corresponding normalized 
eigenfunction cj)^. We Introduce again a normalized function $ which approximates 
(j), and an error function $ (x^ ) so that + & where J has the same
properties as before except that this function end Its derivatives may be 
discontinuous across D.
We consider a region R = S + T as in Fig. VI bcimded by C, the simple 
closed cui ve LI%Q, °VI, with LPQ the common boundary between S and T. On this
common boundary we suppose that = 0 on LP 
and c|) is continuous across P^ .
From Greenes Theorem
L u
OPu
U
i W
Fig. VI.
~oL\;L (j|^ ïbjL cÜLrVvrCA-bvt-S ^  ' 0^
^0^ lUt 1, = -
51.
Therefore adding.
" [ I J  t * * * - 1  ^
In order to obtain an upper bound k. for the lowest eigenvalue k_, suppose that
^ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) + k^^ï =0 in S and T separately for seme constant
(li ) Î satisfies the same conditions as cj) on C, , .2
(ill) S is continuous across PQ,
(Iv) ds = 0 on PL, P»Lo.
Then (69) reduces to
(,i, ^ J I.. t,‘ o - i w ] . * »  - ■>
Also C J 4\ ) with the same proviso. (^ 0\>Xt>C
Using exactly the same reasoning that lead to equations (10),(11),(12) it
Qioc.^ ^
follows that, if (7K) is satisfied, > k_^ , where if ^  is a first order
approximation to cj)^, then k^ is a second order approximation to k^ .
A second variational principle for the lowest eigenvalue can he obtained
by considering a function which satisfies the conditions
(1)0 + k ^ 5 = 0  inS and T separately for some constant k ,
(li)" ^  satisfies the same conditions as <j) on C,
(iii)"a ^ /^n = 0 on PL, P«L%
(iv)o J 5 | f  = 0 on QP, Q«P« .
We also define an error function 2T(x,y) such that + 2T.
N Qùk) CToV» )Repeating the argument leading to i^ )^,'(5^ ) but using (l)^  - (iv)®, we find
('7'î',v'tr)^  -
provided
and
52.
It follows again that if ^  is a'first orlor approxii^ iation to , then k is
a second order approximation to but not necessarily that k ^
The conditions that k and k should give upper and lower bounds for the+  -
lowest eigenvalue will be exactly the same as those in 3 5 • It is sliowa 
in the problem of §  ^  that these conditions are satisfied, and that therefore
k .  <
i 8 Klyrtron Rcscr.®.uorB.
A direct e:cfcension of the Simple problem leads to a problem of practical 
interest, that of determining the neturalrnodes and frequencies of Kl%;stron 
resonators. A IClystron resonator is a type of electron w.ciivon tube etaployed 
for the amplification and generation of microwave frequencies. Physical 
descriptions J, applications and operational requirements are given, for exyjnple, 
in (]j); (18), Extensive bibliographies are given in (I9) and (20) and
detailed numerical results are to be found in (21).
The basis of operation of a IClystron anplifier is the Interaction between
an electron beam and a resonant cavity, A simple form of such a resonotor is
a re-entrant cylinder of circular cross section, and cross section through its
axis OA as shown in Fig. VII.
Figure VII
A velocity modulated electron beam passes in the direction OA through a 
conducting grid structure in the region BCDE, and excites electro-magnetic 
oscillations in the cavity. It is required in practice to Imow relative 
dimensions of lengths BC and CD for maximum efficiency. Ccupli’.iç. to the 
resonator is made with a small loop L. The positioning of this loop is 
determined by the position of current nodes in the internal surface. A study 
of such re-entrant cavities is given in (21) chapter 10:11.
9 Sout.hwe3-l s Pro'bj.em.
Me shall consider first a slisple two-dimensional problem  ^rogardj.ng 
Fig. V:<ias the plane cross section of an infinite tube. This has been 
dealt with in scsme detail by Southwell in (22) by a Relaxation method.
There are two major objections to using Relaxation methods for this type 
of problem, firstly that the numerical work can become excessive, and 
second3.y that relaxation becomes mwrtnb.lrj in the neighborhood of an edge or 
corner. Ccsuparison of the results obtained in this paper, with those given 
in (22) shows a discrepancy in the eigenvalue cczaputations of up to 10^ ,
This is most probably due to the f+:-- r i of the relaxation procedure
near the re-entrout edge.
Utilizing the symmetry properties of Fig. VU it is sufficient to consider 
a rectangular region o < x < a + d, 0 < y < b, as in Pig. VIII.
Fig. VIII.
»I
I
ec — H
We specify the boundsj'y conditions governing a potential function {j>:
(i) (j) = 0 on AB,
âi = 0 on BC, CD, DE, EF,
0 on EA
(II) u .0
iv) <{) continuous across FG 
36(v)
( X )
(vO
an continuous across FG.
15!?
(He slxiH Tîs Intex’es'tod :ln tîie ctmflguratIon in wh.ich d is ccs’pe.i’cd with
a* When tMs Is so the resn^ lts are very little effected we use ccxiditlcn
(ill) or jpeplEce it by ^  * 0 on ISA.)
We divide the figuye into two regions,
I: 0 < % < a , 0 < y < b ,
II: a < s < a  + d, 0 < y < b,
with correspo(nding potential fImctioDS (j>^ and 42* By separation of variables,
solutions of 4y^ + 4yy *• = 0 ill tls® two regions, satisfying ‘the bcundnry
eondltlcos ore oo
= X  A. cwLV"X Ü»("""3 /k),
0'-^ > ' I £  ‘"^'"'3/0^
TA=M W‘]^ =  ^ nna f  18 tofined
as in (1Tb). We can obtain approxindtlons to the eigenvalues, &a in t M  Simple 
problem. In either of two ways:
Page I. We coaoslder Amctlons ^ and defined In regions I and II respectively
od
br 4 ^ . 1 )  " (Tiia)
<5 (r.o = r ^  .^ 6., , (YIK,)X ^ ■* 3 n * o
lAew Pv. - [(’•■"^>-''.‘ 1*= - J [li, -  ^ -
eo that +Vf|), T §, ' ° '
We Introduce uiiknovn functions F (^y), Pg(y), F(y) by writing 
(a,y) = F^(y), B < y < b
’§2 C^ i^ y) = Fg(y), B < y < b
îj^(%y) - ^2(Rj>y) = F^(y) - Fg(y) = F(y), B < y < b ,
= 0 o < y < b .
so that ^  (%,y) satisfies condition (iv) of 0%) (7i), wL*yt ^  # '^ ,^1
(73)
6^
Condition (v) of (71) requires that o )(= A &d rv d>N  ^ ' "4
That
onis, <2  ^ ) co(»A^ ‘j/fe> 0«)x(a, using (ii) of (71 ),
n& 0
80 that 6 . V - An ^ •
substituting for 6n in (72b) and using (73) ve obtain the expression for
A,-- n ^J 1 F(pcr.!!^i-oiL (74)
But condition (ii) of (71) requires ^ ^ ^  ^ f ^  .
If we were to use (72a), (7*^ ) in this condition we would obtain the following 
integral equation to determine the exact value of k:
z  f/p. T -o,ivea V $\ c ^4^ A f D J
Multiplying by P(y) and integrating with respect to y to remove the y dependence ^ 
as for the Simple Problem,
h -0 rF&) h  Q ^ * ÔCo^UFvift 4-
which corresponds to (23) of the Simple Problem*
Case II Consider functions and defined by
'"t (>)•})= ( ^  f J C k o»îL<â). X ao(*»Tnj/fc)^* K
î/».!)'- (Vk) f  jJt). sClt®.^>'‘'-'*^7coC'™3/<.X
where f  and ^9/)^ are coBtiioiuous across >.- <y , o  ~ "j ^ B  , and where 
- (^ ( w"n/k)*_ k_' 2* J _% j[_ k. - CoF/fcJ^
V f ,  -- 'i’t.  ^l.'t, - o .
We introduce an unknovo functim G(y) by writing
 ^ X « o< ] f S
(75)
(76a)
(76b)
SO that
(77)
37.
Fsxsa (76) ai2d (77) we gilekly dsrive tkg fozms
»- ' %1±S7
and hence, substituting (78) In (7 )^ snd using the contln^ ilty coridition,
/ & -, V
h 5^
cozgespeeding to (29) of the Simple problem.
Maagglcal results for Soutla-jell^ s prdblcm.
To be able to cocjpare reoults vlth those of (^) pageo 392^ 39^f we 
choose the dimenoloos of Fig. VIII to be 
b/d = 8 , a/d n 7, B/d * 0(1)8.
The eigenvalues in the limi.tlng cases B/d = 0,8 are ezoictly as in the 
Simple problem,
t.. •[('■■;>■  ^( ? > ' ] ’ «'■'-°.
k., • [ {'"■>'(1)’' It") I , ‘1 ^
and the loiaest eigenvalue for B/d =» 1(1)7 will therefore be between
(76b)
o (79)
(BOa)
(80b).
zero and «/2.
®ie process of finding msaeri^ cal approximations to the lo^ /ost eigenvalues 
of this problem is aSjnost identical with that which dealt TJith the Simple prcblen. 
The ccaditicas for cîîocsing cuJ.table trial functions F(y) and 0(y) are 
identical in the two prctol©as, end we therefore take
P('|) = J ‘, <8la)
C(')')- (8lb)
A sUglit; simplification is obtained by writing b - B = C in (8la), and 
b - s J , so that our trial functions wiJll be
F(^ ) - cosa)
G(1) ^  ’. (6£b)
Substituting (8&i,b) in (75) and (79) r@s%%2ctiT3ly, ws obtain tls© cq/proximte 
trsnscendental equations for the dstemdjmticn of and k_,
t  ^tUiû,i.vU.A [ I j C V  4 ] \ < )  , C85a)
2  f.'t ( 4 VL©j)f f V o  ^  P  h T "  °k:^  0A I J. • I. J
A very eruds fixst approoümatlœi; eorreapcmliDS to (57), can again be fonnd 
by using the trial function C(i^ ) = 1 in (E5t), tc@etber with the ^ pnadmetloos
(84)
■C
Sùbotltutioei of (84) In (Ggb) redt-ces it to
&  fc- -«-k x] ' I, ) •
for the rlglit band side of which, being identical with the rigîït band elds of 
(33), we know the approximate ma. The first approaUmtlon to (03b) is 
therefore
[ Ut k_A ] = ^ I.J • (85)
values of k_a obtained from this equation, over the raogo of values of B/b, 
are shown In Table UlCa).
The nezb eppixadjsatlons for k^ and k to the smallest eigenvalue are 
obtained by using the trial functions (82) in equations (83). Tho resulting 
transcendental equations are almost identical with equations (39) and the 
successive steps in their apprcsioate solution are precisely the case. We 
thorefoz^ omit the details. Resulting values of k ^  and k^k are shown in 
Table IH(b).
39.
PlDDlly using the trial fuootlon
(?:o = g  o,[s*-f7^'‘
r
¥8 obtain the following results for the case when b/d « 8, c/d « 7, B/d « 1
m 0 1 2
âg bÎI - .4735^ .4735g .473Éj^
Indicating slightly improved results for enoncously Increased labor.
Table m . Solution of Southwellproblem by the voriaticnol method. 
Values of and &  I& , with b/d « 8, a/d = 7, s/d = 0(1 )8.
(a) Solutions of equations (83)
Solutions of equations (82) using approximating functions (6I)
B/d 0 X a 3 4 5 6 7 8
(a) -k k51 - - .550 .652 .738 .%5 .927 fails
(b)
! ■ > - .4793 .585^ .678^ •?66j •851^ •924. ,978^ 1.000
0 .4735 .582g .675i •76I4 •8393 •901^ .929^
^ Oko llkUm3ues of and can be obtained from foraoulac @ 0  and IS? *
The fo3nss for Case H  aret - l . ï h rui 4.»k. ) wik.o- ^  • ®- <.• s (86a)
,t _ S  _L Sl«>-(c). C»-.-»!)/ T s,» "JU
"  ■  ^ fe.t* W,k A ' .t, 4.4 ^ca.A ^ (86b)
i;0.
Tbü In fin ite  s a lie s  in  (86) agciin *v^y rK.p?.iilly^  a^il cm« tljoi’tsfoi'e
suaasd e a s ily , e x e e #  on tiM: 3.in« % = a . T^^n :c « a  tlTiS in f in i te  c s rie s  ECy
be appxxcriliEatcâ by
â«1
H
and
(87a)
(87b)
Tha infinité toils of these tvo eî^ ft^ ssslonfj identical snd are t2%) ecrasG 
as (6&)). Tbelr values are tbsgrefore Isnoun.
P%%ire CC shous valnos of cczapîtt^  for Casa XI. Tinsse are ccs^ xsred 
with Southwell®© fleures (£2) page 582, in Figure X- SaaLTfehuell h&s used tfcs 
value ^ idb) = .^ 97  ^ccscpared with our k& « .4?) • It is of interest toIt A  ÎÏ “  2
cooparo Figures IX and X with Figure XI which gives values of ^ ccngrutod from
pour eatpresoicins (87) but using 3wxthi'7ell®s vaJ.ue, -(là) « .
Figures DC, X. XX. Val^ uas of the potential 4)(%,y). 
b/d » 8, a/d « 7f B/d » 1.
Figure IX. Computed fran (87), vjlth ^kja « A 72>,
kl.
SoafcfeKîll»» re s u lts , g iven Jja (2 8 ), ï^ s s  59®, => ='s9T
JOOO Q<«rl qba. ^
X I Ccoipu<^ Arom (87), with « .%97]
5^i <>
W5 3 60
Values o f ^  aad <j>g shoüOxlp o f caars®, be ©igml on th e  lizi^e x * = a ,  0 < y <  B 
W ith th e  aiypiroxlim tlaizs F (y ) and G (y) th is  w i l l  not be so, b a t th® c v e fo ^  
d iffe re n c e  shcmld approxlinate zero . The re s u lts  shown in  Table IV  agree w ith  
th is .
mble IV. VQ3.US3 Of <^g In Ccijthvells probican ,co the line
X a a, B/d = i, ü/a w 8 ÿ - Cjt/32)B, i te_b - • M
y 0 b/^2 2B/32 5E>/32 t/8 C=6>
5193 519i 518q 3185 JiQg
*2 ^ 7 297g 3CA9 3158
1
Higher eigenvalues are easily fowad. For e%&#le, from (80) ve eee that 
the seccfid lowest B^ sssetrlcal eigenvalue will lie acme^ diere between the 
values j{7i/a)^  + and j^ (3jt/2a)^  + (7r/b)^ j ,
that is sL^  + (î(h/a)^  < (k^b)^ < + (3yib/2a)^  (SB)
when 0 < B/b < 1. It follows that = J^ (njc)^  - (L^ ,y 7 Is Imginary for 
n =; C, 1 and also that the function 0^ which Is most dep<=ja&eat \xpoa will 
he 0^. Separating out the first two terms of (83b), us leg apprcccimatloos 
(82h) on5 ;reault ($8b), <^v«A Q^~  ^Q, =  ^so QÔ ^
9:
= ^  f
c5>>
A first estimate of k ^  for given B/b is best found by assuming a linear 
relsticcLShlp between k^b and B/k, using (8)). Using the results in the first 
term of (8^ ), and ^ pproodmBtlons (Qh) in the right side of (8^), a seeond 
estimate is obtained. An Iterative process now easily in^roves the apprasdJOQtlon 
to to any desired accuxscy.
We have computed k^b and corresponding values of in a particular case.
Tbe results, shown in Figure XII can be compared directly with Southwell °s 
results. Figure XIII, for the same configuration. Our value of k^^b = 5 *<^9 
is to be compared with Scwfchwells, k^^ 5-15«
k3
Figure XII» problem, values of 4> for iseccsid lowest s^ nizcetrlcal
eigenvalue « 5«0^ 9 » &/& ** 7> b/d = 8 , B/Û = 1
— 1^ 0 3of €4(, 44
-So> - 3»! 1*1 ftl
43 1 -'Sf -zy
""I m -lU -11» -1%
looo wi. -iu -"ML 5*a
Figure XIII. Southwell®© results (22) page $94^ with the csupe configuration 
eus Figure XII. Eigenvalue k<^ 5.15
-ISf -3SL 3:5 SH
- »4o 5
«0 - 4 - I0L -iqi •43
-1)1 -t'K>
looo -3(1 -1^6
Lpper end Lower bounds for Southwell®s problem.
In debemlnlng whether tbs lneq>salltles k_ < are true for the
lowest eigenvalue k^ of Southwell ®s problea^ the fozm of the fümcticn p^(k) 
of esqpresaloms (^) Is
- Y k t T c u V ^ K a l
where k = [ A ) - k * -Z [k - («^' A) ]
It Is obviously true that p^(k) > 0 for n > 1. We also require »
p^®(k) to be negative for n > 0.
v/îien n > 1:
where
<
[ l - tuJi^  ^ y 1 1 - (%X / ^ ) ( c:olV  ^^ C- ' ' )
Côik\v.o^  + i'c-vx
Co^k. û> +  tjX^^ 9 K<>^
ïhcrefoi'e p^“(k) is negative provider, > 1 - tanh which is so.n
When n « 0: « -ik and p^(x) « -k(cot ka « tan kd) '^ .
Therefore p^®(k) « -(cot ka ~ tan kd)~^ ' - k(a coaec* ka + d sec^ kd).
But W3 already know that for the lows et elgtsnralua, 0 < î«a < i?/£. Therefore 
with the dimensions ka » TJsL, it foil era's that cot ka > tan kd and hence 
that p^®(k) is negative. Cases I an«i II do therefore give true igmar wki 
lower bounds respectively for the lowest eigenvalue of Southwell®© prc^lem.
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^ 10. Cyllnarlcal 3ClyartrcxQ.
Th® problem of tb@ los^ b^ section la easily oxfcandGd to tîîr.t of a tî^ re© 
dimenaional resonator with circular axial cyjsEebiy, as ohoun in F ig u re  XIV
. 4 2
* -!
I
*- A
—  &« -r
Figure XIV
A iQStliod for the solirblon of this problem Is glx'sn by L. S. Goddard In (6)^  
where the problem Is reduced to the solution of an infinite set of simultaneous 
linear équations ^ diich must be solved numerically. Electric and magnetic 
field vectors E = (E^ E^) and H = H^ ) satisfy the conditions
of synmetry
s 0» 5 0
and Maxwell'’3 equations
i KÉr = ,
iV.il ■-
v*ere , j , ^3«' , = 0
We cihccse the boundary conditions
C * - o  , r - 6. , 0 ^)t) b ^
^ O , «r - A /; f It! t L ^
Ef - 0 . f è l ’ 6  lt;z L 0 -CK- "C A A ^ 'T -s (q'î)
If we write co tlsat l%(Eg “ r Jr then >/e roqpire */^ to
s&tlDfy the eqisatlcsa
^ 1 + 3  3?  ^ S Î '  ^ (k ’' i') (96)
The «ysQDwtry conditions make it sufficient to consider the region ixiiiicated 
in Figure XV, which we divide into two regions.
I: 0 < r < A ,
II: A < r < a ,
0 < z < B 
0 < z < b
C“
-V
Figure XV
Effectively we are dividing the re senator into a cylindrical space of mdius A 
and a toroidal space radii A and a, of rectangular cross section. Solutions 
and of (96) In those two spaces, subject to the boundary conditions, are 
obtained by separation of variables to give
I ; Y  = (i ) ^  f.'flvi L Ü. ("D/s)Ai (5 «
M- - (Î) ^ S- G- -
r ^  k ' -  ^ ’i / 6 ) " 3 ' - ' '  k ' ] ' ^
, ( t'- ' -- - k'i',
L  ^ s- ^  ^^  >
wLx.
;n
c/
Z^ -
(97a)
(97b)
hi.
^  (98a)
l l ( ^ ' Y ) - -  h t  oo(*">* /k).< K   ^ *• t ' (S8b)
«bare ^ ^
c J.(-"-/*.) %  - I, Y.(Y-) .
We can find approidmatlans to the elgenvaliaes If wa use the method of Case II 
of the earlier problems, and write, oa r = A,
^0' o T e f 6 7 (99)
= o 6 s Î « V* I _
f(s} Is the unknown function for which we shall require to choose a trial function. 
Rrcm (98) and (99) w  obtain expressions for the constants A^ and
= 1 f 6r, (*%*/() d) = ^.CS) , ,
k 6. = I ^ c «  («liA)
and therefore eoqpresslons for the potential function in the two regions are
V. ' i Î  '-' i  i-(“) -  (IOC)
' iL’-3 : ^ ^ , 1 - 0 ’ - (IOC,
The tzanscendental equation for the detexmlnatlon of k found by using the 
continuity of at r » A, 0 < s < B, Is therefores-[.tn»- Ù r
Ihgaerlcal results for the cylindrical klystron.
In choosing a form f w  tho unknown f(z)> we have at the point r « A,
z = B, an angle of ^ a/2 instead of a sharp edge. Result (91b) suggests
a trial function of the form
(ft) = C(6^-*‘V \ (lOS)
(101)
!:8.
«oti«t 1(1) = c '? )
l(e,> - c = (î?'A''>^t r('<) J'v. (>•■’') , i
i.fv.) : J,(3) = r* \'(X)A(''l) . J1
So3.utlon of (101) for tits louest eigenvalua k folXcrjg tlas ^ù2q 15jî.c5S es in 
tbe previous prcb3j^ ifi. To c^i^in flra^ k app(ïxrc2jration tjs writ a
B ^   ^ »i'3^ Nj (lOha)
L'p.iA) . T. (ntft/ft)
cioivc)
L(«'.î^)Vo("V) , I. V.("i'') K.("V^) '
S<qparating the first tern of (101), using approxiratioQs (lOL) with H » 1, 
and integrals (105), we require to solve for k__ the equation
_2 _ r A :,(Ak.) v.(a:)>i,>(cMY.rHk,)  ^ g ' i
2 M  L ^ 7.(flb ) V^ (fcW. >-l;(G\).)Y.(flko & XC'’'‘-)J-
f  f  \  r-r )]
I -* '
The infinite series can be sucsasd by the zcethodg; in (6I) and (62) and thsn
the solution of (105) is easily found. As before, if we use this first
approxicjatioa for k to form a second estimate of the functions 5ji (lOb^ ) for 
the first 1Î tensB, ve can solve a ncdified foiVA of (IO5) to obtain a bettor 
estimate of k .
To be able to cocJifâre results with those given by Goddard we have taken 
the dimensions of Figure XV as b * 2A, B =* ^ A, a = 2A{2A)8a . Recults, 
together with those of Ocddard and Tfemesks 'l^ ) are given in Tab3.o V.
This pi*oblesi is one which lends itself readily to solution by the Equivalent 
Static method. Such a solution is given in §('1 ), the results b^ing shown in 
Table V.
Tabla V. Cyliiidrlcal IClystixm..
a 2A 4a 6a Ca
BquiVcilent Scatie î-5sthod 13 M 20,07 24.45 28.54
1st Apprcxis5&tlcn 13.37 20.27 24.54 28.5?
V #&«n ^  Ja &..t.
2nd Appro2ç3jB'>.tion yh.y> 25.18 29.3.5
Qoddard 13.99 20.72 25.07 29.01
Efeznecka (^) page 226 14.SO 21..00
Vailles o f th s  pobearblal ^  . FoimüLae fo r  th e  ectact valusas o f tits  fu n ctio n  
lu  th e  tv o  regions are  g iven by expressioas (1 0 0 ). Making use o f (102) and 
(10*0 ix lth  a s u ita b le  choice o f Hj, th e  in f in i te  se ries  in  (lO O ) a re  found to  
converge vsYy ra p id ly  exc^^t vhen r  = A. This is  because th e  expression
tv'(cyV.-r) ^  T ,  U. Ç<-A) ^ T , y ; . e . )  U'.C^^ r;
T, A) ~ K. A )
(loC)
— O /toLw. >  li- :{ f- A ^
\ voU*^  h>a 'r "C '  ^_
In  tlie  case \7hen r  « A, i f  ve epproxiim te th is  r a t io  by u n ity  vhsn r  >  k,
ve are  requlï^sd to  m m  th a  in f in i te  se ries
oO (ion5' ~/, J, C"’î/6'*“5 (»ir, i/l,),
h - S
This is effectively the saaae os (66b) and can be evtilmted by K^ etbods used 
for the earlier caries. Results for tbs confi^ fdraticsi b = 2A., B = <?^A, a - 
are shoun in Figure XVI
Figure XVI Cylindrical Klys-broa. Values of tbs potentiel 
b =» SAp B = & » hA
$0.
3Tl
§11. An Infinite cylinder of cross«sactjlcsiy irlth a slit.
A prcb3^ of cOBiGl&erable iis^ i-tanco is of tîie llülrâwltz resonator.
ths ElinplQSt for» of uMcîi Is a iTollo^  sphere vith a circular aper(;urG. Befora 
cooasideriK^  this ve will look at a 8llgbl:ly s:Ii5p?.er probl^a; tisat of ficdiag
the sigsnvaî.tass of an infinite cylinder of circular cross-section with a silt.
Tills is effectively the HeisaJioltz resonator reduced to txro diisensioas^  end is
scasewhat similar to the Simple problem of § 3>
We require a potential function  ^to satisfy tiie conditicns
(i) = 0^
(11 ) ^ « 0, r S» a, < 0 < p. \o8^
( i l l ) ^  « 0,  . r  « a , (3 < 0 <  -  p ,dr — —
^ f in i t e  a t r  « 0 .
W ritin g  ( i )  in  p o la r fo m , 
r~  de® * d r
F igure  X V II1. d_i ^ 1 ^  + l i  + k=<l) . 0,
= a ®
a s o lu tio n  j obtained by separation  o f variab les^  s a tis fy in g  ( i )  and ( iv ) ,  is
0»
(j) ~ ^   ^ Cn 9 -t S^ , *1 <9  ^ 'X u  (ktt. ) (1Q9 )n s o
We can again o b ta in  approxlm ations to  th e  eigenvalues in  e ith e r  o f two ways: 
Case I  Consider a fu n c tio n  J d efin ed  by
nzi) (no)
BO th a t ^ s a tis fie s  + k  ^ = 0, and th e re fo re  co n d itio n  ( l ) .  I f  ve
assume th a t
§ -O  ^  ^ ^  f 0-r^^ J
- F(e'), «■ ' “ . ® ^
( in )
52.
then ^ satisfies coodltlcn (ll). Proa (UO)^ (lil)^
.7K-^
^ J f C5>')uo«0 ^
Xi»y
^  ' T J f(©‘> 4*^  vkt9
XSubstituting these results in (110), taking the derivative with respect to 
r and setting r e a, ve find
( —  ) % ^ ÜT» H0 f J ^ C k ) 7 v ^V  f:#< *:a *
which, by condition (111), is zero. Multiplying by F( 0 ) and integrating, 
ve obtain the transcendental equation for the evaluation of k^,
^  ^n’ [ I,C") ♦ I, h) J = O  (112)(ISO Xv
case II. Consider a function $  defined by
«C
C^„(,n%A0 1%. (ko ) (113)
If we assvBae that (3$/jr) «0, r = a, p < 0 < 2 j r - p ,
" G(e), r - a ,  ^ < 0 < p  (U(&)
ve arrive by a sinllai* argianent at the transcendental equation for the
evaluation of k ,
I,CW.^>r T  ^ ' 1 _ (115)
where I,O') - / &C®) c4-> vi0 <#9
y
 ^ G (p')
>In choosing trial Amcticns P(9) and 0(0) we are conce^med with the immediate 
neighborhood of the points r = a, 0 =» + p, where there is effectively the same 
sharp edge configuration as in the Simple problem of $ 5> Therefore, if we 
first rearrange Ij^ Cn) and lg(n) into the foms
T^ (r) * (r) 1 F(©) c^ne (18  ^
 ^1*jr
IiC""* - I F^) ^  nô J-S>,
— %
where V * « - P, we can cWose trial functions 
F(é) = c C v ‘- © 0  ’ ,
GC®") ' c, *,
ezBctly as Ijeftoro. It follows at coce that Ig(n) = I, (n) «= 0, and 
% , W  . C-l" I.(ny), I,G) r c V ^ T A  ,
X,(n'> r oir J, Y )  . J, (":» ' •
TbB essct transcendental eqisationB (112) (115) ere therefore replaced by the 
approizlasate equations-: ÿ Sftr " i  të
t
t _J
O' I
—  J. (y) - o . (117)
a) ~  » 0, r = a for all ©,
The Halting cases are:
èïôr
m»t is, ffcm (109)9 2  ^ f 4^  *»© ) In O  .n» 9
For the lowest eigenvalue ky^ , this gives = 0 i.e. J^(la) = 0.
Therefore ka = 0.
b) 4> =» 0, r = a for all 0 
H»t la, ^  f.' CA^(r,net yXkt) = Q.
k - 0
For the lowest eigenvalue k_, J (ka) = 0, ka = 2.U05 .i o ' *
Thus for intezisedlate cases, 0 < kp. < 2.405
The suDEoatlon of tbs infinite series of (3Ll6)(117), using the approselmtlœi 
X ' ( U /  J.Geo - ^  . « > N ,
is vary similar to earlier suDBaations. Resulting values of ka, are gi'«/an for 
Cases I and II in %ble VI.
"Dahle VI Infinite cylinder liith a slit. Va-iues cf îsi vitli p = Oin/Q)n .
p 0 k/8 S*/8 3«/8 Jw/8 5«/8 6a/8 7*1/8 «
bao’e I - — .880 l.okd 1.8l»5 l.k90 1.875 2.290 2.1*05
Case II 0 •715 .875 i.0k6 l.%7 1A 7I 1.853
analysis of Casa II breaks fiown for p > -jp .> TMs is because J^ o{ïsa)/J, (ka)
  ^ 0 as ka — > X»6kO ,. so that the s m  of the series In (117) beecmes infinite.
This fact becomes si^ificant vhen we conslôsr the problea of upper and lower 
boim&s.
Upper rnd Lower BounâB for the lowest eigenvcClKe k_
The question as to vhathsr k_ < depends on the signs of the funotion
P^(k) and p^ ®(ïs), where
It-o k '• r(n4.k + k = a ' r (^h4 k n)(x)
3 ^'illlÜAÎl y x L ± 2 L j h l
O '9)
Therefore ^  - t!$ . J-' kc^  2 M*-*
>  O \[ (ko. )"' < Tu+i).
55
ThlB Is 80 if n > 1 since Isxx <  2*3
n « 1, we require (im)^ < Altbau^ this is ncrfc so for all values of 
the lowest eigenvalue in the range 0 < p < «> it is so for the range of 
values of p over tdzlch we are able to ccmrpare k_ and as shown in Table VI.
\ , »
AlCO^  ^ V. (k ) % - J23* - ^dk'  ^ (k^ r yy
-  a ( h^V ^  i- I - hv-1 Qvzo)V 3 *. ) (ka » W*. 1„ J
But
Therefore (k) o , o .
Bsnee cases I and II give upper and lower bounds for over the ranga of 
values of p where they can both be obtained*
56.
§  12. Tlîô Helmholtz Rescamtor
An early Investigation of tlæ absorütion and Gcattoring of a plane wave 
Incident upon a spherical shell with a cli’cular apertiwe is given by Rayleigh 
in (24)• Solving the equation 'j' + 'f' =* 0 cn such a shell with boundary
condition d r * a, except on the aperture^ on expression is chained
for Y  lo terms of the noznal sound velocity u «■ 9 \p/d r in the spertvire.
An approximate form for u is assumed and the continuity of pressure at the
aperture is exmnined.
An approximate solution of the eigenvalue problem for the eicq>le8t
Helmholtz resonator is ^K/V^, itere f^ is the lowest normal frequency»
is the voluae of the resonator and K is the dicmeker of the aperture. ]%ls 
result which is approximately true onl^ ’ when K is small compared with V^» is 
given» for example» in (3^) and (55 )•
We consider a hollow sphere of radius a on whose eurfhce 
(1) r = 0» r » a ,
(ii) =* 0, r = a, 0 < 0 < P .
A solution of + k^<j> = 0 which satisfies these boundary conditions is
o.
hr o
in terms of Legendre polyncnla^n and spherical Bessel functions.
(121)
Ca#e I. Ccoslder a function J (x»y) = 2_. Ag Pg(cos e)J^(k^r).n=*0
If we write J « 0 »  r = a» (122)= P(0)» r *» a» 0 ^ 0 ^  y » 
idzere » « - p.
Then ÿ satisfies J + ^ = 0.
Prcm (121) and (122)» multiplying by P„(co6 0)sin 9 and integrating with 
respect to 9 from -re to +31» and using the result
J ( to ©  ) )^.iX G <49 -  2 ' ' ^ i-IT
57-
V
A. = A  j .
" tf
Then to satisiy conditicaa (i)»
= k$i ■^1” f„Ccv»'S’f F«i <«■' rio. *1=0 j ^ (Vca) 1 J<>
“ O  ^ 0 Ï Ô Ï
Multiplying by F(6)sin 0 and integrating f^aa 0 to 2T with respect to 6» we 
obtain a transcendezrfcal equation for the derkamination of
 ^ j. (k&) %wM r T 7’' ,A  T-T--^  —  o ^ e - ^ v  (123)hrs» iuVVt^)
fV
w h F n r e  " T, t. j F  P ^ C c o j  ^ ) /tvU t •
o
Case II. The corresponding transcendental equation for a function
'{' (■»,.)') - Z  A. P. W )  j.(kr) (Igl»)
*1 c. o
oaucfyiug 0 , ^  s e ^  , (125)
-- CCe\ ° ® ' A
and therefore v * f ^ = 0 »
? 2is ^  fr£, I ^ (126)
wWr@ 1 («') = [ (r(0 t ^ -^o dJt
For the apprcodmation factions F(@) and G(9) we cliooeo
•ftP(e) = A(cos 0 - cos 2T) » y = % - p»
G(0) =* B(cos 0 • cos p) .
The choice is dsrfeemlnad equally by the ffect that these functions fit the edge
conditions and that the resulting integrals can be evaluated singly. To evaluate 
the integrals we use the results given in (8) p. 1526.
[2 s' I O
0 I J fI */C c4/> «9 - ^/? ) ’
Æva\^
L2vii-|
■y  U ^
JJ’^ P»(‘«‘t-')(’,(lolf
îHîsn with F(©) = (cos 9 - cos y) »
= I - C.o's')* fLCtoU > ^  ^  cMro
,  r  w.^  ^
• Conk-Oo^ l^ *^  ‘* Cup  ^'
where» using (127), (128)» ^
j \P„(ooO<At^l- ^ ^  ^  (’/<..()
-'» (co.t -Ur.'»')"’ “
58.
0^1)
(058)
(129)
(130)
To evaluate the let integral on the ri|^ of (129)» we use (127) and make the 
substitution cos t = z to obtain
where
<JO  ^»
JI ^  j Î P,Q»iAi
o — *
% iP (1-A = I (^1^4 1  ^ »X^ VK..fe^ I? VW4-» I -J '
(3^ 1)
Bsnce using (128)» (131) reduces to 
The form for I^(n) is therefore
T, (h ) -- i fz a
2 n+i
59.
With 0(0) = E(cc5fl 0 - cos P) ^
•r y IC*^) = J ( e - Uf>/3 ) ^ (cf %f ) t
Ù  '
t JÎ ow[c^ "L J . -— —  •2.1A4I
The approcdinations to the traziscendszrtal equations (1^)» (126) are therefore2 zt, 7f|:’[ z t  Û . C332)
g  .t„ -o.(k._..............   . W 3 )r\-A
Soluticn of these equatlans far k^a end k_a follows the same lines as in 
previous problems. It is tedious hut straightforward. For large n we replaoe 
L  by - (n+-0/k<< which» when n is large
enough» is epprcaclxnately equbl to g  (n + g) « =* . C‘3 4 )
]%e limiting cases for the lowest eigenvalue are:
) ^  » 0 for all 0, r = a.
For the lowest eigenvalue» n = 0» so that ve require
ar
That is .
cA.
which reduces to tan ka = ka» the first solution being k^a = 0. 
b) a 0 for all 0» r = a.
That le, A w  (121), ^  0, P J ù o S» j.(k., = o.
A= O
Therefore for the lowest eigenvalue» J^(ka) =» 0»
' • \ / S
Therefore for values of p intermediate between 0 and ic
that is, \/T:er sin ka = 0 of which the first solution is k^a = sc.
0 < k^a < It.
Values of ~  obtained by solving (125)» (126)» are given in Table VII.
Table VII Eelniholts rcaonator» rtdiuo a», p 0Cîr/8)?î. 
ValKCfs of fca/n .
0 'si/6 2bt/8 3«/8 ha/Q 5*t/8 6n/8 7tt/8 a
CEiae 1 .224 .290 .386 .500 .658 •875 .930 1.000
Case U 0 .200 .272 .3% .*S97 .636 fV'SGp - "
Ttopey ond W w  limite for tîsa lowcart elj^voluô#
Whether or nafc the two cases give upper «id lower limits for k depends on 
the function p^(k) - j ^(ka)/j (ka) where
a) p^(k) a j^ :)(ka)/j^ (ka). The %)herieal Bessel funcrfcion j (^ka) can he 
ezpressed in terms of ordinary Bessel funotions of tbs first kind»
1 0 » '  - ( , - c r f (255)
The first zero of (ka)» and thorefore of j^ (ka) is at ka « Tt and the flrck 
zcrca of i^ (^ka) and therefore of j^(ka)» where n la an iirts^ ÿsr greater 
than zero» is at ka > it. See, for exsErple» (gO) p. 479- Therefore in tîîO 
range of values of the lowest eigenvalue ka in which we are interested» tlsat 
is 0 < k < 3t» it follows that j^(ka) is greater tlvsa zero. Tîsis for p^(k) to 
be greater than zero we require ^^ ®(ka) > 0. Wo shall require the recrrrenco
relationships
-^ir Lr,\
12 ) - j (z) : Jv. ( * ) .V "ti
(356b )
(IjSb)
Using (155) ncd tba ecries expansion J^(%) = ^  . "*Î'S /'(]ZwTT * ' '^
ftxan (156) that
ÇF ?  ( A V y o "  / n __x'_____ \
JJ^ - kx \2 / ki r i u n  , Î/0 i y
D .which Is greater than zero if ^ " ‘
T%mt le» > 0  If 2n(n + 5/2) > x^» 0 < x < xc. This will be so if
n > S. When n = 1 It Is easy to show that
j, 0^  ^ >  O ; o ^  )i c L  , (157a)
< o , L- X ^ TT , (337b)
where L ^  2.08. Thus p^(k) is greater than zero, n > 1, provided 0 < x < L 
and le less than zero, L < x < x.
<») ± r k ( p - * ' J - v).
which wo require to be negative, n > 0.
From (156) j H ~ ^  X '
Therefore, putting ka = x,
-  - Fi, (x’»! - AC'Lo'^Aiüiil. (n zi) - -izil]]
0. L i.t»' J-
2  ^ r
CL
Since jy(%) > 0,
X
But j^ Cxl
>
C358)
).(K1 '
3ia* ■[(»'> 2 ^  ^ )* (“7^ )
Jh*! c->
"> ; ' -77% ; ) ]  7 n > o , x v D
1 [ nt 3,, - 0'/' t ] 
it I ] , O S- H sr 2 .
6s,
'JSwz«?are ^  < 0 If < {n + l/2)(|r -s- 1), 0 < x < 8,
J l<s)
Since “ 'I'JJ” ^ 0. This is true when n > 2.
It is easy to show msaerica3Lljr that ^  ^ ^  l f n » 0 , l  » 0 < x < 2 .
We laave tWs shown tbst p^(k) > 0  , n > 1 0 < x < 2 ^
P/(k) <0, n > 0 0 < x < 2 ,
and we bave igper and lower bcunds for k for this range of valiaes of x . 
EsgwcGsion (45) shown that a possible alternative set of conditicns to (46) 
could be
p^(k) < 0 » n > 1 (339a)
Pjj®(k) > 0 , n > 0 (139b)
However we have already seen that
J^^(x) > 0  n > 2  0 < x < «
and < 0  L < x < i t , L ^  2.08«
Thus neither conditions (46) nor (139) give an answer os to whetfear h&ve 
upper end lower bounds for the lowest eigenvalvie in the range L < x < st* This 
does not mean that we do not indeed have sxicli bounds, merely that ve haw not 
established that we do.
s 13 Dlffractlcai by a plane Angular oector.
An important prol^ le» which proves amanable to the px'es^ nt variatioiaJ. 
tsçpprcach is that of a plane angu3Lar sector. Its importance ijn fraction 
theory and Jji electrostatics is due to tbs .fhct tliat such a sector is tha 
simplest flat strip with a shaxp corner.
An approximate solution of this problaa is given by Noble in (31) using 
a method developed in (36). Eigcnvnlxa© equations are obtained in the fom of 
dual series equations. These are approximated by Ignoring por't of the infinite 
series after which an unknown function f(<^ ) is introduced. The dual series are 
reduced to a single integral equation which can be solved exactly for f{<|>).
*- i^roxixeationa to the olgonvalue can now be found and a method for izaproving 
these approximations is given. Other references to this problem are given in
(5i).
We consider such a sector^ containing an angle 2 a, lying in 0 < r <
6 3 n/2g -a < <^ < a, whsx^ r, (|> are spherical polar coordinates. We shall 
consider only those eigenfunctions which are symmetrical about ^ = 0, n,' end 
about 9 = 9c/2  ^and we shall require a potential function €> to satisfy the 
boundary conditions
~o, , oi < \\ )
Figure XVIII
j
(li^ )and the equaticm ^ ^ = 0 .
We e:q>re8a (iW) in spherical coordinates and solve it by separation of variables. 
Making the substitution 0  » R(r) S(6,^) in the equation
(141)
Oi.
obtain the eqm tiom : 
cA-r \ y
=°a ^  / e ( ^  ^  H  ) ■» d '9 '- ^ ,
where (1^) has solutions
R  =•<■■’ [ ft 3 ,0f’ I- 6 Y Cfcr'i 1 .>■ /""I /'<. -'
Again, pu tting  3 = U(6)V(<^) in  (1*^5) v® fin d
and 62^ + vw’ V -O. (145)
74"
For eigenvalues synmetrical about ^ » 0,st and about 9 « it/2, (lh3) yields
V = Cc^ vviij) (lf&6)
Substitution of cos 9 = 2 reduces (lb4) to LegendreeqTmtion with solutions
lA = ^  (w>a) . (14%)
Thus the general solution of (l43) satisfying the required symsstry ccsnditlcms03
S(e,4) ■= ^  c^~ P (i®e)(o««-4
which ve shell require to solve for eigenvalucG .
Using (1^^), the boundazy conditions (i) and (ii) can be expressed
I 2! 0 VY\ C<n VW(|» acO  ^ O < ^  ^ )rv«i o ^
on' t'av^c^vK^'^o _ ^ < 4 > = T ,
a l  . e /  Co\
“ d a j  --
Caaa 1 Consider a function ^  defined by
7 ^ IÇ ^ P ( Un>&) C(f> ^'V (150)
that $ satisfies80
where yCc^  is ©n approximation to y A
63
If G£SUS2 that
=  s.  0  /  '-F(4» , o-s'4s'/s , S"”''" J
irtjBjre (O), F(i|>) is on tm&noun flaseticai of à» &n& P » st - qî.
It follows at once that
Ç\^ ' J F (4)  ^(.<3 VK ()) d(j)^ (152a)
and A. z: ç l )  /(j> , (152b)
-'d
If tl%n $ aléo satisfies d ^ /d 6 = 0, 9 = rc/2, ce < that Is if
c O
where A^® = ^  [o^ (cos 9)j ^  ^^yg we obtain the integral foïîsàilaticsa/< 
»>ro
(.^ 3)
and hence the variational fom
I  i J l/ H - O  , (154)
where I.(m) « I F(4>) cos jb4 d<p , si = 0, 1, 2,•*• -'o
Ç^®_îî_ In a similar way we define a function J (9,^ ) in terns ofyL,» 
another approximation toy(, and obtain a foasulatlon corresponding to (133)
 ^ - p .  ( v v \ ' >  O T i  V % ^ < j )  C  O  6  ^  o (  r l r - y fN--0 ^  ' / '
where ]E^ = (O), and a variational fom
oo
^  i j  |=. = 0 (155)V^ rO
X
05G(^) cos d^ m sa 0, 1, 2, • •. is in terms of 
an unknown function G(<^ ).
The limiting cases for the lowest eigenvalue are
a) When a » a , 6^(r,©,4>) is zero everywhere in the plane O » «/2 so that
traa 0 5 0 )  7  = 0  4,- <j> .
/ * ■ +r>v
65 o
Thô lauQst io tbsrofcn? glvsa by ^ (O) * 0. Tba Ecluii.tc3s uMch
is finite at 9 = 0, «, Gjsd oùÂ about © « «/2, is 1.
b) When a =» 0, AQfiO is %aro everyifMra in tl% plane © = r./2y giving^ « o.
Iltoffisrlcal Results.
The case vhen a « jc/2 corresponds to the case of a half plane for vhich 
yW « 1/2 exactly. It has been conjectured C$1) thaty/ = a/t* holds for 
0 < a  < Ky and this is certainly consistent vlth those thi'ee knorni va^ .ues 
^ 0, 1/2, 1 vhen a =* 0, «/2, « respectively. It proves not to be correct 
but ve can conveniently use the linear rolationship to give a set of first 
approKiaations to for specified values of a in this Interval. A set of
values of ^  for a * 0 (it/10)it is obtained in ($1) and, for purposes of 
CGcparlson va choose the sazaa set of values of a*
Suitable trial functions will be
giving 3^(m) = «P n > 1 1
f (156a)= SI I m B 0 J
Ig(m) = (ti/2^  J^ (eq;) a > 0. (15^)
We therefore replace the omet equations (l$!>), (155) using (156) by
&  . - A ' f  I  gr' rhf,]-' o ' ' a I «- J
and ^  % - 2 >
(157)
M r •g.
A „  , [where —  % - 2A OM(i is the soroe butI AI ç,:(».)5 _
with replaced by .
These easpressions can be put into a more convenient foim, using equatlcsas (20)
and (23) of (^) Vol. I p. lf^ 5.
6?..
A fte r  SŒB ra n lp u la tla n  wo c& taln
Am r 3 ^2 ^ r r % - 2/* )
r ('i'»i-iy, )
For larca 25, ^(%)/r (x '»' g) 1/ and tî^refor© 
-   !   !______Aw
(159)
C H i ^ i *' ( 1 '4 y*'^  *
- (v.)0+ ( I- /^'i-
~  C ' - Z^' )
W@ therefore E^ ppreodiasta (157) and (158), using (I60), by
(160)
and
A.y/1 
fl»' ^■>
A. pA,
'/I' i' _&L±2. Itlüd? \ Z ~  ^■'(y>] ' (161)k=' n *■ H+, 2*4-1 ^
<30 (162)
\A, "^) iJ'w y<) MM
where. In this particular prdblaa we choose H « 6.
We compare results with the °linear variation® conjecture and with 
those of ïïoble given in ($!)•
Tfeble VIII Difftnction by a plane angular sector, half angle a = 0(«/l0)«. 
values of yi/.
a 0 it/10 Zx/10 3Jt/10 !nt/10 5«/10 6h/10 7«/10 8«/10 9n/10
LinearVariation 0 .1 ,S .3 .!» .5 .6, .7 .8 .9 1
Noble 0 .195 .26!» .332 .Mo .505 .620 .753 .892 .975 1
Case I - 196^ 263g 331g 1 ^ 8 SCS^ 612^ 7 % 881^ 969^ 1
Case U 0 1938 £@ 2 33I5 **097 505a 61I5 7*^ 3o 857a -
Agroj^ Asnt with Sfhble®s results is good for all values of a. If, hoimver, we 
coapaie the results of Case I for large values of a, that is for values of a  
where Case I should be most accurate, with the corresponding figures of Noble 
the differences are slighbiy greater than elsewhere.
7a3;utB ot^ 44, • 
liAe
Bydken'ÜieJ ‘ j j
a*
(#8». I pa;e 67
1
IT
) f<t I lie Inch
ÊO.
This Jïiy be 6k8 to HCi>lo'>s having used the appïTKlmaticn A/A ' = a/œ wh-îr*
O 1V© Mvo ussd ths ollgiïfcly more acoicrats one = -(1 - ^ ).
ygper acd Lcameg bounds for the loimat eig^val'üe-
a-»*
then cases 1 end II give nppor and louer bom^da f o r I f
> o  , A' > \  O 'C y^. c ( (lS*fa)
^  ^ O , O c //L <: I . (l64b)
^ 1  1If tfe wlte a = g(m +yt ), b » g(m - y  ) va note that a and b aro both
greater than zero vben m  >  1 , 0 < y <  <  1.
Thewfow p Çt<) - rC^ ttc) ^ Oc/.<(,
since r(x) > 0 vbsn x > 0# Condition (3.6*^ ) io therefore satisfied.
Also
If w  write r®(z) = y/(z)r(z), this reduces toH : K(tr4T I W..^).t<n], (1»)
When m >J1 all the gasna functions in (l6$) are greater than zero and therefore
^  'Ç O *'( Ç  ^  ^Y (  i+fi) j - [ <r o .
Bub by (23) Vol. I, equation (l) p. 13 end (l)^  (S) p.20,
t t i ' i ' ' - + " & > > =  z I -Trr" . » > o .
f" (1 »JqTherefore E » 2 | (1 + t)"^ (t • t "  )dt which is less than zero if_ os T ®t - <0, 0 < t < 1. This will be so if 2a > 2b - 1, that is, if
2y^+l > 0 , which is truia if 0 < yU < 1,
69.
m a 0 , 8 = b = end
2 ( Y(,z ^ ) +4-r-/'/.')]
" 'K c L ^Cyi/t j
where rÇu ) îs  a nesatiips constant, 0 < y u  <  1.
Using (§5^ ) Vol. I, equation (8) P. 16 and (l), (2), P(20),
Y (i"//*) -'4r(y'/i) - [ y .f^ ,^  ]“ ^ J
r ‘ i- 2 I  -) f4- t-
Therefore z / ^  [ p. = J  « ) »  { / . ' ■ 4 t ^ ' ’'“ • t V  1 'J. * ' (tt * " (-rrr " ■
I - toj 2 < |— ^  ^o-co.-^'
i  , 0 ^ y U <  I .
It follows that
j ( *-L1: *’ ^  (t*- + _ L  { >  4 + ( o^l Jo It l 2-y ]
andtb«*for« i [ p . y * > ] c o ,  o c y . c ,
and gsn«rally, i [ P V<) 1 <  ° ù < A ^ t .(fy  ^ 2 / ' /
Both conditions (l6H) being satisfied, cases I and II do indeed give
and lower bounds for yA#
70.
A PayttaJlly
As a filial prdblGm vm AVMmi.re Tr*>r*rfclc?îS ci a c;lrc ilc^r plritx: of ïtidiv^ s a, 
clcaapgd alcDcrvj psrb of its and sircply suKpoi'^ 'oQd on the rezain te: If theV>v^x\irf^.V^ c*<^< yiar U/^aJvUplate is fivsb;5®ct to a AA& ■ aoting In the mlddla s^f&ee of the
plate and to a periodic load p(^ ,0)e^ **^  pespeadicylar to  the plat©, the general 
differential equation of tlie probles is
(^,p,0 + ^ p(/=.o)-C (175)
where N,yu , b are physical ccastants of the systesi, emd ^  « r/a.
Figure XIX
An analysis of the bending and buckling of plates ie given in Cg5 ) wî-aere 
solutions of problems of this type are approached by finite difference zsethcds. 
Weiriberger (§6) has developed finite differenca metbods to give both upper end 
lower bounds, the upper bound being obtained by using a grid which ie smaller 
than the region R of the problem, and the lower by using a grid which is 
slightly larger. These processes are farther developed in, for instance, 
and (88).
This specific problem is discussed in detail in {2g) by a method Involving 
the approximate solution of an infinite nisnber of sinultai. jus linear homogeneous 
algebraic equations. The eigenvalues obtained in (22) do not agree trlth those 
obtained here.
71,
If we tl2© s^ bs'titutlcsas ^ ~ we = ,0)e = k~,
ac£l coacidsr fr&@ vibratlcacs, putting p = 0, we can rewrite C~T5) as
v*^ - k‘3 ^  ' C) (176)
We specify tlie boundary conditions
(i) V a 0, 0 < 0 < Sït, /? = 1,
(il) ^  = 0, - y < 0 < T  , = 1 (d&59 to the clacgplng),' o
(ill) ^ ^  + 1/ ( 1  ip + ^  ^  )] = 0, y < O < 2a - r ,
vfhei^  1/ is Poisson8 ratio.
If we apply a Fourier transfom
fJ W  (0^ >^ 0 c(0
r\U^ (nP) - I w( V© “iô.
oa
vr •' ^ ^ v^.' [ W t + VJj Cy> J
to (176) VO obtain
J*'^ t ‘ h l f p ' * ^4' ( 178)
where t stands for either a or o.
As a sol&itlcxn, we try W^ = A^ K) where K is scmg constant, end K)
KtlBfles [ Y' ^
' ■ -"'5-«^>
qd£ hence ^  1  CKy»l ,~ K ^  -
(178) tberefore reduces.$0
[K'-Ci/M)K'-k'] 0 (iTfe)
(XT?)
72.
which dst&rmlDsg valuoa of K;
U*" * = i [ (17^3)
ana  ^ "{ [ ( f ~ %h& J  (175%)
8o3atlcn@ of (178) can tfess be written in the fera
Wt = 6 (^> .
CcjaJitlcn (i) rs(plrs3 tfcarb = 0 ca yo « 1 , and ttepefoæ®
(v>‘) ThO^ '^  r ~  ^ - c^  c*7^ c %6-t^). (xBo
SubatitutiGa of (180) In (IT?) 6^V8@ tha eigmticn00
" -if "® J . (lai)
%plyizg coraUtions (11) ®nd. (ill )mooesaiiFely t@ (Ifil) we finally ^ taln the 
two equations
CO
^  0 + ^  -Y ^  0 ^  y , , (l8Sa.)
A=.0
y  ç_r [c.(.^co«© w Ci(«> a^ >«æ>Î-0 i «©£2^TT-V y=/_ (18&)
«ÎB5Ï» L  - ^ _C A h..tû.\ d 3'-''O') r-' , (185a)J-W) r-6*/^ f î.,5?)
«ma f^H ÿ r [ ? '  ' L i J ^ ’  +  » L „  . ( If lS b )
^ r-
Case I We define 0 ftmctlca ,d) satisfying the conditions 
(1)8 $  - O  0 ^ 0  ÇT 7JC  ^ f>^\
(U)» 0^ ^ »T->f,
(Hi). ' % /
(IT). ( ^ = o  .
(Sote: We are using a in this problem with two different saeanlnss- firîstly
in (179a) and eecmdly in (ii)® end (ill)® abetve. This does not Isad to any 
confosicn}*
If us further let « F( ^  , '<^ S ^  S ^ wh^ *r© F{0) is cn
ualmoun fimetioa of 0, then (l8âa) giws
^  1 .'/-  ^[qCOcowQ  ^ J  ^ o  ^ f  9 f  zn -J , ^
r F(01 - ^ ^ > /^'' •
Solvlzig for C^{n) and C^(n) and substitn^ lEtg in (l82b) ua c&rtain tha familiar
fom of the transcenilantal eqwitloa to be solved for
J" y  [ I,C«'> 4 I,(">j = O
n=o /^ awhere I-,(n) = J F(^ ) cos a Ç d ÿ ,
(1%)
-a
a
'-0J
Case II The equation for k_ correspocdiag to (3%) is
Ig(n) « J F(J^  ) sia af dÇ.
I  ^  [ L(r) > r/c«q = o
A = ^ y
where I^(n) = J G{^ ) a $ dig ,
(186)
Ij^ (a) = r^G( 3f ) sin n5 d| ,
''-2Tin terns of the unhaoica fuactloa G(0), *"jr ^ ^  < V  •
Agproximtlong and
la order to be able to s m  the Infinite series in (1%), (l66) \tq roquire
approKiasatioEis for t M  ratio for large volivss of n. From e;spreS5ions
(183) we find that Jy. (^") Ju(/n - T. (/&") [L  ^^
t-« ^ - /S ■5'"
which, after same aanlp%3atlon, reduces to
tF , w - n  + Cv'y'{ V 4 A Izjj!’]''
Wa sbaXX consider tbe follofHlng SUBUU probl«asCM'S^5
7-^.
1) p = 0, q = 0, and therefore frcsn (179)^  a = ^  ~ ^ J! , »ay.
This is the problem of free oscillaticai with no cœrprcsslva lead.
2) P =* 0, q 0, IV ~ 0 and therefore k = 0. Then = q/H, (3=0.
This is the lynckling problem for the plate.
3) p 0, 60 a 0, q a 0. Then a = P = 0. This is the problem of the
static bending of the plate.
For n large ccnpared with x we use the Rsynçrtortic forms, given in (gO) or 0 1 ),
y  CO -  Cil')' r , _ (ix2 7
V-^ ’ 1 \ 4 ")],(« - y 1. t<e'] ■ 
x f r '   ^ -îdirrr,].
Ivx(>3
Using (l88) in the three different prcblezos we find: 
PrdbXen.l)
t±5 . N-. 4 14 f h4P ^ W '  7 ■'
U v ,  I J „ « )  ] L  (f) J
4 1 < [ -^,1" , '
Problem 2)
M . r T.... cj')— 7-1*\ _ ->0” I 4-
ir^ ■
i f u -----
- ^-1 A T' " 2«"' + ' .
Prbblem 3)
tîj? . -M -l + 4- y) L l ^ ^ l  j
U  " I  ^ I XCJ3  ^ T . 95) J= ‘ i” I - [ tf' '
(lQ8b)
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Wo eMll therefore be cble, inery coznrmlcntly , to epprocdtete tî:o ®tails® of
tK't tv*>othe infinité series in (1%) and (166) rer^ pectiin^ ly, for pj;^ cble7ns
sizDultaneousXy. The sxpproKljaate forms will be
rv : H-<«
^  Ls r Î Cf''* ^ "TldviT* ^ (189b)
N m  wicai results for the partially clazngped clrcnlar pS ate.
In choosing snitable trial functions F(0) and G(0), the configuration of this 
problem is effectively the sszae as that in ë 11. Ife can therefore choose
FCe) = , ( I9ca)
(?C6  ^ = 6 C»*- ^ (190b)
The ftmcticnr being symsetrical about 0 = 0, Integprals Ig(n) and X|^ (n) 
are all zero and
I^Qo- v^j ( ^   ^ (193a)
^ /O r
v](j (^ ''( c i‘i > / 0 . (191b)
- b
Finally substituting from (309)y (190), (191) ia (1%), (186) and using 
asymptotic approximations for J^(n e/) and J^(n y) for large a, the eqpprooümatian 
equations to be solved numerically are
 ^ 4 _L <  l2îi£l‘r, •> «0^ 1 - (I9£a)
X M. K., M, ”» »:vt« (19%)
{O.
a) If ttee pXate is alosig tha whole of its c5^j> o
^  = 0 fcæ a3JL 9,  ^  = 1.
Tton (l84) %'cd%5ceB tocO
^  fv.' vi6)J r O
n ïO
The lowest eigenvalue will îxj given by L^ = Og tb&t is
u h ± :  , s L ^ ’ r O
(Wa)
(19^)
b) If the plate is cingfly supported all arouod with no cS^ aapingp Y-o ^
hp
which gives
r V p>'
 ^ 1^ C,(jl')(oiA & + OO'I**'‘'©Jî O -Ith- at^ 0 .
The lowest eigenvalue will be given by « 0 wheye^ f5?cia (.187),
, (N-.> + ( J ' y n L & G , ^  T^) ]■'
I ' r„9»M .
(193b)
(lS*b)
f
Fgcblga 1) Partially cltaaped circular plate. Kree oscillations with no 
coQipressiw load, (p = 0, q = 0).
Solutions of the limiting cose equations (l9^ ia) aad(l9^b) when a « P = Vk 
are J? = 3*196 and >6 = 2.205 respectively. (194c)
Solutions of (192), putting Poisson®» Ratio 1/ » 1/4, are given in Table VIII.
Table VIII. Free oscillations of a partially clangped circular plate. Lcwest 
eigenvalue.
values of /f . Æ vbere #yW 1/ = 1/4 .
r 0 a/8 2a/8 3*/8 4*/8 5*/8 6s/8 7«/8 -
Casa I 2.4%; 2.520 2.625 2.740 2.869 5.020 5.144 5.196
Case II 2.205 2.417 2.517 2.620 2.735 2.857 2.980 5.021
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Thâ roeuXt in  {§§ ) fo r  y  » 2 îî/8  is  ^  = 3 *96. Th is  lie s  ootsidfs tli3  rcn^jQ fair 
th e  low est eigenvalue given by th e  liz a itin g  cases (1 9 4 c ). An in v e s tig a tio n  o f  
th e  next lo^.’e s t s^Tsartrical eigenvalue gives tîio  range c f  values o f gs 
3.720 <  J? <  4.611 fo r  0 <  y  <  3Ï. I t  fioeiaed pocclb le  th a t th e  value  
X  ■ 3.98 fo r  y  = 23c/8 m ig lit, in  fa c t , be th is  next e igenvalu e. We tb s re fo re  
have in v e s ti^ te d  those soccnd eigenvalues more c lo s e ly .
The limiting cases are cbtalned f^ om (193} vith 1^ = 0, 11^  = 0. The 
resulting values ore ^  » 4*6ll, Â, = 3*720 respectively. In cîîoosing trial 
fim^tloQS F(9} and G(ô) ws require thm to be mero at P « 0 and entlsyEnzsrîi^ rlc 
ebCKüt 9 = 0 .  We therefore choose
C(0'> = (r- , ->o
These being odd functions, the integrals I^(n) end I^(n) are now zero end 
egunticns (185), (186) reduce to
I  5: o _
ns.»
?  kr J (i,%) r o
n..
Using the same approximations as in the earlier solution we obtain the values 
for Jl p  given in Table IX.
Table IX. FToe oscillations of a partially clamped plate. Second syxasstrlcal 
eigsnvalues. Values of^ =/k vlasre = ^uhttj^/Hg j/ « 1/4
y 0 rt/Q 2n/8 3«/8 4ji/8 5jî/8 6a/8 7%/6 *
case I - — 3.655 5.991 4.191 4.411 4.532 4.606 4.611
Case II 3.72 5.78 3.657 4.000 4.140 4.363 - - -
Ths vdlue for y r% still dc%3 i2>3t. egrcQ well vitl% t!is rs*7»*lt in
ii9)p ^  /^3.98.
U^D32" end J/»?gr bcesoTi-f? for prc&lc^ û 1).
u ) v , (195^)
°! f*>.4''l<o , n-:,o (195b(tk ' '
, t e .  f .(k> -  -V- '  .  [  't t i '!  • hiH ".
( r Jk . 1 / < Jg < S . 2 .
using ths csrles «expansions
i ( ( ) - ( i r f  -, T,(()^ ( 4 r f
Ivio 4*. Ctt»)! k.. It'. (VfT>V.
it tdHçnra quickly tiat
/4 . ^4
(196)
J-«i " nti-(^/,)‘ T.(() "i'
end thes^fors that
« « '  ■ 4 $  " : ; r w
Bsncs pjk) « - 1 -!- 2^/Q(/ ) (197)
+ Z ^  V4 + i-(^^ )'J
^  "V-i 4 % n* ; - 2' SL 3 2» ^ <' 'f -<
>  O volgUv \\ '^  2  ^ V -*■ .
It io easy to sl&oif ranasrically that p^  (k) > 0, 2.2 < ^  < 3-2.
Therefore condition (195&) is satisfied.
To investigate (I95b) wa use ei p^anoions (196) to obtain the fonas
(^4/ , 2 (-?A  ^ „ ,-( I»Ç*) Çn-^ Xw-»») eft^'> w  " (198 )^
i(
<
iLiii}. -., _ (y/t) ' * _ 2 (-?/«>•*' ,
^ %«\ (1 ^ (h-nV'w*'^  ^ (w4,V(^ W.*7 )(w* 3^ (1
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Uiff(3T©ntiGting (197) with rc-spect t o  k, tfs fin d  
zjk I f>J'>] = (cf-ec')
r»,ç?w  ^ I- (o J -(
whsr®  ^ cf »?
X  '  ^ ^
G 'I - >><^-
B»t i £ [  w  _ î ^ > 7 , , r « ^ )
^ I T.(^U
wfesse, usicg (198) ,
i4 _  S -
Û  ' T T I I H Z Z r T ^
»)(''»♦ 3) oCv\'^ 
i ^  ^ tf (-f/->)^
X  Ts W> J (h+,]T ( :
) - aC^/x/ 1(n-f-ii *i h4 x)( h-i t;} I > (200a)
(200b)
and thayeforo using (200) In (199),
- ♦ >     -> O  ^VI O .Q  ( Y\4a) ( \1 f Î) '
Thus condition (195b) is also satisfied, and the Casas I and II do therefore
giv« and lows* bcunds for the Iccroct eigenvalue.
Pixjblgn 2) Itotially clBaiçped oircular plate. The buckling prdb3^n.
(p « 0, q / 0; fn » O. 0!* « o/n . ^ = O).
Fran (194a, b) the limiting cases for the lowest eigenvalue aye given by
J^W)cc * 0 of which tbe first non-zero solution is a = 3 #8316,
j-=^j ^J^W) "*otJ^ (a) - y  J^ (cg) j = 0 with solution cs « 2.017.
r
Solving equations (192) with the appropriate forms for and we obtain, 
over a set of values of the angle Y, values of a and therefore of the ratio
q/B at which buckling will take place. The values are given in Table X.
8d
Table X Buckling of a partiaX).y clamped circular plate
Valueo of oL C /n ) for IT — o C /ÿ ) h ^
r 0 TT/s .f'V, Cit/j 1% TT
Case I *“• 2.5TO^ 2.525„ 2.690g 2.888 3.144 3.471 3.750 3.832
Case II 2.017 2.370g 2 .525, 2.689^ 2.887 3.14s 3.463 --
The result for given In (2§) page 257, is ^ 5.15.
Upper and lower bounds for problem 2)
To determine whether cases I and II give true upper and lot/er bo^ isds for c/ , 
and therefore for the buckling force q, we require
p-x f'O V  o  ^ , (2 0 1)
(202)
where
and d. ' ( .
Prom p. 78 we have that
^ U ) / J k>, V i .
Condition (201a) is therefore satisfied If
(205)
where we require 2.017 0^ < 5*832.
It is clear that (203) is satisfied for all values of c/ in this range if 
n 3' It is easy to show numerically that (201) is also satisfied for 
n m  ^2, 3 for ell the given , and also for n •» 1 provided < 3 *608.
8i
To investigate (202b) we observe that 
which is less than zero if
• éîi r  1  >  I *' x.«W T.W J
provided Jn > O in the given range of #4 , which is so.
Prom (198a)
(209)
oUi , V 6 ^ ^  + o(i_\7 >  Çdàf'Afl XU) (n4#)^  L (nnXntl)
and ÜstL X [( f f Of-i)] ^  I-n+« CnHXn»a> (MwYh^Z)
Therefore, adding (204), (209),
fi/2. r &! f 22.1 > I +- (d.M. [ J  L_1« + I L T« I... J *• >'•' J
% I V W/% )_____
Cn*« 1 ^ ( M»%)
* 1 c ^  o
Conditions (201 ), (202) are therefore satisfied over the range of values of 
for which we can make comparison,and eases I and II do give upper and lower 
bounds for the buckling force q.
62.
§ Ig Equivalent Static Methcxi
We iavectlgaii© briefly an dtexîiativo approach to the solution 
of tbe type of pi*ciblem alreedy considered, by a method utilising ccsafonral 
mapping. Tbe use of coofonasl gapping Implies, of course, a limitation of 
this approach to problems wiiich are essentially two âlisensional, that is, 
truly tvo dimensional, or possessing properties of synscetry which enable the 
dynomic eqi&tlcns to be reduced to tvo dimensional equations. This approach, 
proposed by Schvlnger (^) is referred to as the equivalent static method. 
Applying this method to problems of wave prcpagatlcn and scattering, Schvii^ gcT 
bas shown that by comgwlng the solution of a static prchlem with that of 
a dynamic problem of identical cross section, it is possible to obtain in 
principle a vigorous solution of the dynamic problem. We shall show that by 
considering a static problem with a cross section similar to that of a 
dynemlc problem ve can find approximations to the eigenvalues of the dynamic 
problem. This approach leads easily to first approximations which could then 
be used as a starting point for obtaining better approximations by tbe 
vaxdatlanal methods already described. We shall apply the method to tvo 
of the problems investigated earlier in the paper and compare results.
TSiq Simple Problem by tho aguJlvalGat static mothoâc
D sflnlng tîîQ ûy25GSîlc p ixb lga <82sct]y as bsfcro , wa c^tailn tbs In tG ^ra l
equation foziaulatloa"f% (31) and (33), fvom Cases I ond 11 respectively. To
ôîü^liiy tbs preserrtaticai we shall carry tbrougli the ai^.ysi3 using Case II
only. Tbs integral equatioci (55) can bs written 
6 «>• -6
K v ^ t  ■' i r â i T J  /  4
Ws choose for aa spproxlE3.tely équivalent static pr^len a seni-infinite 
channel x < 0 of width b, with sa aperture 0 $ F 5 ^  in the otherwise closed
end at X = Oo
----------------- r
\
t; I 6JÜ________! ;
In order to obtain valence between the static and dynamic probl<5Sis ue
naiist permit tbe existence of sources at infinity which excite higher static 
® incident waves °» of arbitrary as^lltudes. If, tlien, tbe boundary conditions 
are |y “ ^  f y = 0, y = b
(il) || = 0 . K ° 0, B < y < b,
(ill) (|> = 0 , X = 0, 0 < y < B,
the stream function & can be expressed in the form
& - V/,x + ^  ^  ^ (207)' n»o
where we are permitting a soui’ce at x = « oo.
Than ((iî\ . V.4
If we now write (è^ /è x)^ __Q - 6, S < y < b
= f(y)j, c < y < B
vbere f(y) is eta unknown function of y, it fo3Jows t!mt
f Ô
V, : '4 j  f  ( l)d ^  , (2CSa)w>
L  : ^  j  4 , (ao6b)
O
and h^nce, g%Astituting for end in (207) and p^ ibting x =* 0,
(j? 5 (3, f- 2 ^ A j f(v) ^  *7^I n-., -'o ! ' b
- 0 J O ^ I) ^
tlmt is
-irb„ " 2 ^  4 I 1^ 1 "^1 ' o<5s-6.K = « g \209)
Tbe right hand mcaabssrs of (206) and (209) wry similar. If inds^d we vjse
our earlier approcdaBtiomx taah y^a 1, ^ nor, (206) is approxljnBted by 
Û . 6TT [ 5(1’’*A ’ 2 J I 3 C p > * i ‘"î■J i> «Î « ok.kt.-k(L . ,4, "J. J ' ' b (210)
and the right hrnid mcsdjers of (209) Q-nd (210) are id^atical in forme 
Defining F(y) = =»f(y)/b^  and G(y) « cgCy) where c is a ccnstaat such that
k T t r r  - '.
we find F(y) = G(y) and hence, using (208a),
. 6
CrC'3')(l-3 - tv./b. (211b)
Ifens w  obtain frcsn (211) a gsimple aprprozimatioa equation for k^ ,
(ebti-b.-»- = ' . (2ig)
Me have therefore reduced the problem to one of finding values of b^ and V^ «
.Ws proceed to do so by nsappijjg the region cf the csriginol problem cczifozzsi'lli»- 
Into & geaaetx’ically sinplor region over which a eoliiticn csn be fasad by zneonc 
of ccB^lex fimcticsi theory. The procedure yields valid results since a 
solution of laplace/b cqmtlcn in a trensfoim&d channel is also a solution in 
tbe original dannel, if the transformation is casfonaal.
Ko find a suitable transfoznation in two steps, first a transformation 
which naps the channel periphery in the z-plane into the real sods of the 
v-plane, second a trensfarmatlon which naps an infinite channel with parallel 
Bides in the t-plane into the real axis of tbe w-plane. T&is gives us 
a transformation from tlie z- to tbo t-plane which naps thtc orlgiiml channel into 
an infinite channel with parallel sides.
Wr • o*
•z(.l
OO
»
I
I
b
II
i.
vr» *f
W ‘W.
««
W.
v*»l
(fc-a.
Figure XX
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The Sddbnrtz-Chrlstoffel transformation frcm the z-plnae to the v-plsn^ 
will be given by ^W f VO » 1 /
80 that Z - A COsk V)4ol
If ve choose values of v such that when w = 1 ,
V a —*1 .
then •£ r ^ wk ir vu Cl v \( (213)
Tbe second transfoxmtioa fzsm the t-plane to the vr-plane
kO : - U» r U).
W.
Flgwe XX.I
-?.4--  ■ ....
I
IL t .
It
J:_______________lo = oO
iSSiV^Bb./ §  =. '
O'
-, r 2 3 ^ \  7so that t = A cosh ._=y\(w = -— g— )j -i- ^
If vi^ en V = v^ , t = lb 1 
W a 1 , t = 0 _ J
t = -| coeh-' J ^ ~ t ï T  - - ^ - T - ) ]  + “then « f (to
and therefore vo = — ^  "'" <^ sl» ^^ 2- b
+ Cccï^ ^  U>Coi»< C - -ZvU (^TT 6>/^ 2b ^
5  ^ kn'r't/lk)
kJ;/
(214)
FinalJy the trozisformatlcn fran. the z- to the t-plane Is c^tained frcm
(213), (214) D 4-C QD.sL.(lrt/t) . c*sL(j Vt ) ;
-t^A ~ t i A n ^ A "^ A^that is, G JL - -e 4.^  ^2b-Co2 . (21$)
This gives t as an in^llclt functicn of z which, because of its complexity, 
is difficult to eiqpress esq^ llcitlyo It can in fact ba detained e>g)licitly 
using a theorem due to Lagrange (W) pages 132=133, but considering the 
crudity of the approaciiaatiOBi we have used above \ie can proceed in a sinmler way.
o r.
As ^ 0 aro considering only nogativo values of tho roal parts of zC*'and t, a first approximation t to t oan bo obtained at once from 
(215): =. ^ ^ ’’*''*'-20
, '  2 Due'"'" 4 ]
Hence Lg C - B t "Vfc • " K i /j, + tojj ( l_ j t> ^
giving Qxplloitly in terms of z, •»
n ’ knj c 4 -R ^ /b + (216a)
where the & are real constant ooeffioienta.
A second approximation t follows from (215) by writing
-%/VbCo. = C €  -Cj2 , (216b)
and further approximations can bo found in an obvious way.
The set of solutions of Laplace's equation in the t"plane which satisfies
the proper boundary conditions is W= U-f i ^ where U  is any
integer. We exsaino the particular eolutlon pW = t where p is a
constant of proportionality. The corresponding solution in the s*piano
is, from ( a 6),
/ f Ù ^  * A■TT^ oW/b s Kt/b 4 +• Z ^
/where the aro also real constant coefficients.
Equating real and imaginary ports,
Rg (^ Ttv-W/t.) -- (.3 e ♦ ” "/b 4 fyf, «■"'
That lOy
If w@ now identify (217) with (207), wo obtain the results:
V. = f ,
(a?)
If.
âo wo aro conBldoring only nogativo values'of tho real ports of s(oand t, a first approximation t to t oan bo obtained at once from
(215): =-
, ^-'*'■‘“[1 - ] _
Hoaeo Loj C - H t ' Vfc « ■• H ^  /t + Ujj ( 1- i D **}
(I) ,giving t Gxplioitly in terms of z,
Tj t‘”/t . U.J Ç -I TI 5 /fc + t  (216a)
, K* (where the 5 ore real constant coefficients.
A second npproximatioB t follows from (215) by writing
C« - C e  - C J2 , (216b)
and further approximations can be found in an obvious way.
Tho sot of solutions of Laplace's equation in the t-plcme which satisfiee 
the proper boundary conditions is W  = U4 iv^ where U  is aay
Integer. We examine tho particular solution pW = t where p is a 
constant of proportionality. The corresponding solution in tbe y  plane 
is, from (216),
TfpW/b = K t/b 4 y  C f Z f
fwhore the are also real constant cooffioionts.
Equating real and imaginaxy parts,
fie (T ti^ w /b )- Lg e + T " A  4 f y . ,  e '
That io, uftx/k
' / (21?) 
If wo now idontify (217) with (207), we obtain tbe results:
\i, - 1 . 
k  ' 1=
88^
and hence (212) epprQsrîmtiOîi to  tîi3 8%emvalw egtiatlca .1.3
î!)-k L TT
This result, being dbtalaed frosa Case II, is Ecst accurate foi* c^all values 
of B. If B is sftiaJJ. cosapared vith b and we laake the apprcxination 
sin ^  ^  the right Irad manber of (218) is apprc5Qcis»atcly equal to 
(- ^ )log(^) : TiXia différa very little frcga the right hand member of (57),
(- # ) W ^ ) .
KuEosrical GOlutloBS of (2X8) are ahoim in Table 1(d) and can be caypared 
with solution of (97) in Table 1(a). 21.
% e  theoretical extension of this analysis to obtain closer approxlzoations 
Is quite straight forward. Tho practical uBnipulatlaQ beccs&ss iimDedIately very 
involved and the prcWem of eatijmtlng the order of approxicntion very difficult 
Tbs useful application of the c»tbcd is therefore that it yields quickly 
first approximations which can be used as a KtTirting point for the variational 
Qcrthoa of solution.
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ÿ  17 fitr tic mcroiicd. appllW to tu ? CyliiÆifxal IQ.ysrbran
As a secocd derio;-stratlon of *tl» appXicatiaa of t.îie squlvaXont static 
method ve return to the cylindrieal Klystrcn of 3  XO,
Eqmtiooa (100) ere
» & n:^ •' t
Ÿ  - - ^  f..' - -  I foi) CJ-. (co«tie/i>>
VajW ^  ol o = /5„ = ^ .
The req^ iireaasnt that ^  be ccantinuoris at r = A, 0 < z < B ,  then giv^
' L à : -  - • k t ' S S ' l - t  (^19)
«• f 0
n : i  J i  L Y o I . A '  ^ ^  ' •
Using the first approximtlons (10%<a,b,c) aiH? putting
~  ^  I  i  ]^«i.
vbere thi5 right tesd aazlber is a diraenalonl&i?s constant. If va clic<;®€*. 
a constant c such that cf (»| ) = F('j ) is a solution of the eqmtion
; t  i = ' ’ (^1)
then ve can write tfoo apprcoctotion ®qmtvt>n(220) in the farm
H(kW, = I , (222)
wsera ’t/e shall esaploy the e^oivalent static zrathod to find a value for 
■B
(220)
X •
9 0 .
We IW: for a static with a croas section sim:llar to tlmt of tha crocs
Z^2 0ceatloa of Figore XV^  which leads to an Integral eqmtlca like We
consider an infinite ckazmel with psifollel slides with a step change 1rs height 
at X » 0 as in Figure XXÏÎ«
AtI
& If
.  V.v>(.
r V, H + b.
Figusre )OLTI
Proceeding as befor® we define a stTrss fs’action & = ^  rogi^«
II to the left and right of s * 0 respectively^ where ^ satisfies
*^* " 0« In order to obtain equivalence Wtween the static and
dyiamic problems a^pin permit tbs existence of sources at infinity. '
Let us suppose that tl^ conditions are
<i_ssVx + a at x « “ ^*^1 o o
4g = V,X + bo at
and that tbs normal derivatives of dk are zero on the solid bounds^icB.
The condition of continuity will require tteit Y^b » V^ B^. Tbs str^m faction
can tbsn be expressed in tlîc form of infinite series:
;?  ^ «’x/u> C 1C 4- ^ <3^  CoS
rl- ooo - **n h/0k6  ^ ^  t. («"îA) -C
(223»)
(223b)
In the apertui^ e at x a o, 0 < y < B.
{ ^ ■ )  , {V Snr I Vm^  t o  ^ X* o
If we set tbsïB boifeh equal to an usntoown function g(y) over the interval 
0 < y < tlnen
oo
f 4  \ Vo + ^ 0» - D 6 < >3 Î t ,
t c> s 'j f - ,
p AV ^  X-O W: oand therefore
\/,t =
q. : ;^J C*” ' ,
fS
W - *'] ‘^ r*” ' *'> ' •
(aaiw)
(SS^ b)
(S2He)
03» integral egmtiOQ câtained %«m the requirement that (^:Cj,y) bo coDtlmseus 
across the line x » 0 is
- 4g(o*y) » 0 o < y < B.
That ia U - « .  = ^ ^  ^ 1*^ 1 •
TîMn G('iJ) = =* a^ ) is a solution of the equation
' I  fa-p [(-'f -  " p  + w, 'Y ] 4  = •.
(221) end (225) are identical if F(^) s Q(/)) (926)
Tîasrefore^  using (22W) and (226) in (222), we cSatain the appradmtlcsi cqmtion 
for the evaluation of the lowest eigenvalue k:
MCk) ~  kef.' .V.b (227)
vXo'i'. H Cy^  V3 -tLf pJ^ OLt^ wv^  tio ) . ^
92.
Emluatloa of tte Static rearensetcrs ;
In order to solve (22%) we evaluate o^ , by coafoma îiapping.
We G^in use tw0 traffisfisrssations, sapping tÎ3@ crigiml polygon jn 'uhs 
Emplane <mto the real axis of the w«plane cœd th^ mçe cmtQ an infinite 
cbmmel with pax^ allel sides in the t«plane«
^ c. W -C
UJ - O
FIGURB XXIII
Giving to tfe® vertices in Figure XXIII the w coordinates shown, the Scfeyostr.®
ChrlBtoffel transfocracttisa from the s* to the tr-plane is given by
^ Cu>- « y*-
IC( w-c
wher© A Qnd o muât be determined. The result of integrating,
1 • ‘' • ' ■ ( ^ ■ )  - é  ' ' - " ( - l E r )   ^ ^ <“*>
nms-b satisfy the following: 
w = G when z a lb 
w tc 1 when z a ib 
£ is real when w — ^ 
z B X «î* lb when w + o#.
For these to be satisfied we find
c r /ô )^  0 := -  k /ir   ^ 6 '  k / f qr - " n* ^
and therefore the trsnsfomcLtioQ (228) reduces to
-1?  : ü.îU‘ Y 2w-c-  ' \  _ X  cL" / .  ; ir.
b  ^ C -1 ' \ [ C - 0  W  '
< t i ~  ~  lO-=l3 \ y J Z .
I l f '  /  f  ' ' ^  ^  ~  ~  /  r > . / ''
9D.
TSüS tmoRfcaimtloa lEappiafç tke real axi.s of tîîs into th^ lal'3.nlte
clsBzmel în the t -plane le w = and therefore, cc^ bin'Ji^  the t^ ro, the 
final transformation 13
' Y  " ( i r  " T i  ) - è  ""^'ÏTr, ' <2E9)
Again, the set of ecslutiosos of Laplace equation in the t plane whichftsatisfies the ps’oper W&mdary c@id.itics2s la W = U + IV = j *> mrk/b a « 0,1,2,.
If we oamine ths pctrticulsr solution pW * t p is a constant, substitutl%i
for t in (229) gives W implicitly as a functicm of z. To ei^ress U explicitly 
as a function of z we proceed as before:
a) when t is 2b x ^  and ne^tivo;
Let
Then
î<'  ^ rz " i &  [ ' * «'3 •
-[</-]■• ' ['» o U -)],
Therefore C oil S,  ^ t l ’ - * l ' ) ~   ^  ^ ^  ^ - (S50a)
Similarly let t % - ““  f ^  ^  •
TWI w l  f, -- ( 5. <■ Î ^ • (230b)
Therefore when t is large and negative, substituting (S^O) in (229),
■ T  ' A  •""'«'■)■ si [ “*■'('iii ) * S «'J- '
r
b) t is large and positive we find similarly that
- . (d< !±5. - i + <U' . îTb Vc-' / ‘J 2C
Eânce« substituting the particular solutlom pW = t in (231):
(231a)
(23»)
a) T%m t ia large end negative a first appixaiitetim to tlia e;mliclt 
e%)resslon for in region I ia
 ^ ^  (^ TTc) - i^ -C'rr + Tîii/t ^ ^ a s C ( ^ ' ) ,
A second approcdmtion is tlien(')
C%^ A )  f>X),pW, . p YJ. 4 Cz' /
-nî/i
- Cog (Ÿt) - *■ - %' 1-^  e -e
anifl therefore r'“> - (c-i'^ ' ^  ^'t *  ^ . (ggSa)
b) wisea t is large and positive we find similarly that in region II,
r'^ L =C^-^5\£T, )^ ^ J2 . (252b)
Identifying W with <j), eqmticxis (225) and (251) give
" p [ 4  > w - - ^  ].
\/  ^ r- If /|(>k G, =  ^  ^ /p   ^  ^^ /p .
and hence equation (22%) reduces to the single trsnsccndental équation, giving 
a first approximation to the lowest eigenvalue k,
MCk) -  ^ [ f i '  c/,L ^  ] w U  3^ - ^fc. (253)
Numerical results.
Choosing the same dimensions as in §10, we have VE" « g = 8. The ri^t 
ha@pd side of (235) can therefore be computed at once, end tî^ equation con 1>e 
written
I r a M(ka\ t* L(k^ *) 1
'  d '-
Solutions for a » 2A(2A)8A are shown in Table v| for cmgarison with
earlier ones.
9$.
§  18 A note on the gpplAeatlon of varlatloml prinelpleg for mi::ed
J%%md8ry«value problems in potential tbaory.
Tha methods \ssed ia § 2 can be used in ccmslderiag the foUmrirg prcbl^;
A potential ftmctloa $ satisfies tbs eqmtlon <{? +4* 0 in a regicsQ RXX yy
bounded by a closed curve C cm which mixed b^ Fimdary ccsaditicns are specified,
i)  ^= fCs) on a part A of the bc^ xndary-
ii) - g(s) on a part B.
where C » A + B and distance alcog C is denoted by s. Electrostatic prdîlms 
of this type have been solved opproKimately in (gj) end (53) by fcmmlatlng 
them in terms of integral equations end then applying varlnticml pa inciplec 
to the integral eqmticcs.
We use the notation (2) of 52, sad Ch^en^s Theorem in the form
, - ( 4 ,  - p y )  + £ 4  . i2kX)
where 0/3 n denotes diff^ prentinticn zaorsol to th*: boundary in an outward 
djrecticno If a potential function 4» satisfies the conditions specified c^ bcva, 
then using (2^),
(^ (}> ^ = - ( 4>, A £  <(> ^  ^ 5
- ÇO") -*  ^ ij> C;") . (&'*2)
 ^ Ô
Upper and Lower limits.
We proceed to find upper and lower limits by a method aindlsr to that 
of ^ 5, using two fmastions J and ^  which approxjjnate to
a). Suppose ^  is a fUncticxi which approximtes to so tîmt we can set 
J = è > S where  ^is an error function, small ccanpered with 4*. We let 
$ satisfy the conditions
(i)® ) 6  ^ s*  ^ ~ o ov\ 6,
(ii)®  ^ r o ^  ^So V <9 - O ^ .
y6o
Than ('3^  ^ , z('gS,v4.') +(qS (£^ >5)
ana (y S , • f f ' J t  + * j ^  ^  >(ît
" [ 4(0 - I' 4(0 .
'’ fl (^!0
Substitutiisg i^h) in (2^5),
(y^,vP-2|^ ko^^s = (g!^ g)
If ve deflna l(x) “ fe(^)X(s)ds - ) f(a) ^ d a ,  (%6)Aa -'a « *•
then C2£î-5) eon be written
(*7)
( y f  ,^4'» -  z k o  X, .  T(4>) 4- (\jS,-vO
i.e. C^4,^î>') [ fco^^ls >  I(it>)^«'4 iv
If i is a first order quantity, the difference betw^i the two sides of 
(£hj) is 8tcond«order. Wo toave
(^(p ^ Sj = -ff .  ^ ^
&Hence (2kj) gives
S 5(s4co,(î f _ 2 f k o  ^ ^ 5  ^ rri>)« Yn / - \T / .
b) Suppose is a function idilch approximates of 4>i> M  that we can write 
f  Œ ^ + £ ■where £ is on error lUncticm, small ctmared witJi We let f catigfy
(l)®® J = f(s) on A so that £ » 0 cn A
(ii)®® $ = 0 in R so that^^a = 0 in R.
Hsen ( ^ C"^^, 9* 4^ ^>4 2 ^ (gJ^)
and (yjf ,y4^ - - (■*,'9^4) * { ^ ^
'- fjO)f(S7^S- JjC?>({>CO<^ S. (ggo)
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Ccsablniiig (2h^) aod (250) aind using (242) and (S46), we find tîiaà 
-(v'f y'p)^ g(s) (%) = K4>>- . y« ).
i.e. -(yi" >1 5(^)f co <^5 -ç i(4>) (y:, vi) >o .S
But, using cceiditlcn (il)®®,
(y Ÿ  y t )  ^ f|4 i,
Hsacô (251) gives
~ I i   ^ ^ [ j c o f c o a s j ÿ  i (4 > ) .
Equations (2Î^ 8) and (252) give upper and lower baaaiâs far ï(4) in teims of
line integrals along the boundary of the région. However, the eaqareksions
on the left of (2^ j6) and (252) ans not very useful as they stand* In (248)
for exBsple, we have used condition (l)® and assumed that = gfs} on B*
This means that $ cannot be chosen arbitrarily on A and B. We proceed to
derive the variational principles.
a) Ih addition to ccodltlons (i)® and (il)®, st^ pposc thit | aatisflos
the condition (ill)® b^/èn G(s) on A, ibesre G(s) is a chosen
approximation to the unknown value of 3 ^  n on A*
Qbcn 3$/)n is known on the whole of tlje boundary C, and by Green®» Theorea,
using suitable Gresn®s functions, v q can determine expressions for the unknown
function ^(s) on B in terms of g(s) and G(s):
1(a) = fK(s,t)0(t)dt + j K(o,t)gCt.)dfe (255)A
ulicre K(s,t) is assisasd to be a known functim cc- that all functions on the 
right of (255) are known* On substituting in (248) we find
8,t)g(s)g(t)asdt « J(G) > I(«^ ) (2ÿf )u
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rrWre J{G}  ^9 /  Î -> j £ K ( e , t 8)g(t
i *A A B
\ I K{ST;-;t)a(sMt)asat \ > (S55)A A /
artd in the derivation we have used the fact K(s,t) » K(t,s) since
K is derived fycm a Cb?een®s fimcticn.
b) In addition to ccnditicaa (i)®®, (ii)®®, tMt satisfies
the condition (ill)®® J => F(s) on B, where F(s ) is a chosen
appimlzisation to the unknown value of on B«
TMn f is known on the whole of C and by Green®s theorem, using ciaitabXe
Green®s functions, %% can deduce an expression for the unknown fimotion
bf/^n on A in terms of f(s) and F(s ):
if - j + J Me.tMt)#,"A B
where Lfs,t} is assumed Imoim. Cn subswitnbing in (252) we find
H(F) " j r LCe,t)f(s)f(t)as &a <  I(^) (S56)'A A
Trtasre H(F) » 2 f ( g(»)F(s)a8 = j j L(Bjt)f(B)F(t)«!s atI 'a A B
- f f L(8,t)F(6)F{t)as at Ï ■ (257)B ■'b j
Expressions (254), (256) yield the z'cquirad vsriationsM principles. %r 
choosing a fozm for G(s) which contains arbitrary parameters and by minimising 
the left side of (254) with respect to these jsrnmetiers we can find an ïçmer 
bound for ï(4>)* Similarly by choosing F(s) so as to maximise the left side of 
(256) we can find a lower bound for l(^).
We can briefly derive integral equrations from the variational expressions. 
Suppose that in (254), (255) have 
Q(b) = rCs)
where Pis) is the exact value ofd^jbn on A, and f^y(s) is the error where ^  
is a small parameter. Then (l4) gives
J(G) = J ( D  + j f r4 s,tMêi)r(t)û& at 99.A %
wfesre, can using th e  synsaetry o f K f3, t ) ,
P^,y) « J H s )^ f(s) « j  K(s,t)g{t)dt « £  KCs,t)/’(t)dtj’ds.
I f  th e  in e q u a lity  (2^ 4 ) is  to  bs t r m  far any choice o f G (s) th is  im plies
th a t = 0 fo r  any 2r(o ) end hence
f K C s,t)/'(t)<a t B f ( s )  = j K (s , t )g ( t )d t  ,  (s  «sa A) . (258)
A
Th ia is  an in te g ra l equation fo r  r ( t ) .
S im ila r ly  from (2 5 6 ), (257) ,  i f  F (s )  » 0 ( c )  t r j S M  where ^ ( s )  is  th e  sssBct
value o f (|) CO B, we fin d  th e  in te g ra l equation fo r  Q  :
r  L ( s , t ) 0 ( t ) d t  3 g (s ) « /  L ( s , t ) f ( t ) a t ,  (s  on B). (259)
-05 ^
S p ec ia l eases o f th e  In te g ra l equations (1 8 ), (19) form th e  s ta rtin g  p o in t fo r
th e  anfiüysis in  ( j j )  and (3 8 ).
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SOToaticsn of Series.
Tito forras of Infinite scries occur in the prsb2,®2S of paragrsghg 6 
11, 15, and, slightly modified, in paragraphs 10, 12, X4. They cro
oJ>
8,
rys'H-M
y< and ^  are positiva integers or zero, and a is sos^ ccnstont,
a) 
n "M4I
where i/ is a positiva intager or zero, p and y are constantB. Series 
appears in tbs approximate solution of the eigenvalue equatic^s, series 
in the eqintions for the evaluation of the potential function 4* Their 
summation can be carried to any degree of accuracy.
(262)
(262)
) ^  M Î («•'> J^Cn J) ol ^
k
j^(rw.4wia ) j^ ([ 
\ VM^ W J
09
: <  ^  f (x^  4 <m L)
ÏW Ï- o
where » kor. h » a, and f(x) =
We use a result, given in (^) page 156,
CO ®0
?(x, * ««I") " -f r ((«•(■i.c ^  J (o.)- ' f cx^)Y  t>-f c*.)..,. (20)
oO
i  ( J»(«) Jx w \ 7
X 5. k a (26!^ )
lise coefficients of successive terms on the right of (26ÎJ-) decrease rapidly and 
the SIM of the series can be ccmputed simply, (if laboriously), to any desired
101.
accuracy if the vsluo of the integral 2 ^ i &  (:c} J (%)6x is kaei.m.
Ul\6w^  ^By (gg^ ) page 92 equ itlon (32), is a epeciaJL c3so cf the Wcbei'-wchafheitllii 
lixtogzeeLl wliere, if + 4/ ) > 0,
I ^  C ^ V * '
1Tîmo, since the value of tbR Integral \ ^ J^^(x)O^Cx)dx can be c^tained by
Joany one of a mmber of msaer:lcpl apprcxiusatim mekbMs, the infinite geriea
can be suoaed ± f M  + 1/ > 0. ^/ J (^x)fixIf y* = 4/ s 0 we require to know the value of J —
/kCK
We use (g^) page 4%,
i Î'%  "^('N^i) - j j^(24 ^ e X ^ e K c ^ s )'"^ 9 ,
■Where, if J/ » 0,
%» J# ^ 9^ ,
Dividing by and integrating with respect to q,
J 1  (*>•''> - 'j I J, /<g
IT I J. A 9
oO
M A  oiv ( ( e .\r
» iaU c^ ^  (265)
But by (^) pages 33*» 34
[  ^ + (') y / Zn^ w;) ^
X ^  n=i ^
Therefore replacing x by 2aa sin 0, we find frcca (2o5)
( ^ l É l M i l .  f ^:"eXa{ ■
J(y ' "'‘L ZnCmO {, J
ate infinite seriee in (266) conwrj^s rapidly giving any desired epprosdiiatiyn
r “^ ■>■ CO ^
to I JL (VY^*^ and hence to ^  ^ X  (T’^ ^Y 
^  ^ M=k
b) Proceeding as before, using (15) page 156, xm can e^ gpress (262) in tte foxro
r  ^ Ji"»') .«0/51'* f t *) *. * 7 # ....[^v. h.  ^ ^  ^I Jk<4
If i/' > 0, we have by (gO) page 405,
£  5i^^0o(>( Ur> IV a/ ‘ Sua( t/o.)  ^ G>k^  I Ç 1^
r   ^ 7
o!^  on ( , k>A :> 0.
We can therefore sum the series (262).
If I' « 0 (which is tte iB^ oortant case in the problems considered),
f ' n 3-* C" • ' - ' -  f i ") *< X. 6-_'b ' ** z . h.t Jn’t k W
If we write
f*0 oO ,, oO
then IjL “ £  dt which is f\ally tabulated,
J (at)-!
and Ig 3 j """.«y cos bt dt which can be evaluated numerically for any 
given K. a>
To evaluate I^ = | . . cos bt dt we observe thatf J^(at)ai
Thweforo j J^(%b)a% = - " f = ij
(103)
/“  J (at) = 1 /'*^a  ^ ^I • '*~° aOS bt dt  ^" I I b6 SSu* d.-
)o ^ /o /O
✓a ftff= « 1 I J_(zt)cos brt dt d%,.Jo Jo
Bi* by (go) page to5,
r T  ('"■> ûi>(,t <ju % —   , b>«.
The swnnation of (262) wiaen ^  « 0 can thcrefoore also be completed to ©ay 
required aocunucy.
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